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Minister says

Humboldt State University, Arcata, Calif.

Persian Gulf protest

multi-ethnic
education
non-existent

175 rally against increase of troops

by T.S. Heie
CAMPUS EDITOR

Technically a preacher and in some

ways a seeker he poised himself behind
the podium in a pin-striped suit.
==
“Knowledge of
self is the funda-

mental essence of

being learned,” he
said. “You cannot
call yourself an intelligent person if
you don’t know
who you are or
where you came
from.”
Minister Conrad

Muhammad

Muhammad,

a

graduate of the University of Pennsylvaniaand founder of the National Black
Student Unity Congress, gave a lecture
to approximately 100 students, faculty
and community members Friday
evening in Founders Hall.
His lecture, presented to an audience
of persons from all creeds and colors,
was a mixture of Islamic doctrine and
social criticism tied-up loosely under
the title, “Higher education: promises
vs. practice — what institutions are ex-

pected to do to enhance their performance, a minority perspective.”

It was sponsored by the Associated
Students, the Black Student Union at

HSU, the Activities Coordinating Board

and Cultural Education.

PHOTO BY JAYMIE SCOTT

About 175 protesters showed up in the Arcata Plaza
Veteran's Day, Sunday, to express displeasure with
President Bush’s deployment of 200,000 additional
troops to the Middle East, bringing the number of

troops to 430,000 by mid-January. Some said Bush
planned the deployment to coincide with the time
when Congress is out of session, so that he could
“run a one-man show.”

Muhammad, a boyish-looking 26-

year-old native of New York’s Harlem
streets who repeatedly spoke of Allah
and His divine gifts to humanity, capti-

vated the crowd for an hour and 10
minutes with his personal thoughts on
Please see Education, page 7

The

Lumberjack

is takng

a

weeklong

vacation in celebration of

the

giving holiday. But we'll

be back with the Nov. 28 issue.

by Jeff Traverso

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Carrying placards reading “Waris
the real enemy” and “No need for oil
greed,” about 175 people took to the
Arcata Plaza Sunday in protest of
President Bush’s recent deployment
of 200,000 troops to the Middle East.
The troops are expected to reach
the region by mid-January and will
bring to 430,000 the number of servicemen and servicewomen who

make up Operation Desert Shield.
The protest was organized in two
days by an ad-hoc organization called
Humboldt Gulf Crisis Network.
Troy Mellott, a 22-year-old art and
religious studies senior at HSU, was
one of the organizers.
“There's a general feeling that there
will bea war soon,” he said. “Quitea lot

of us have friends over there. There’s
not much time left, and we want to
protest before the war.”
David Keniston, another organizer

Jezebel’s Kiss
When the sun doesn’t
shine tanning salons take

Arcata for world

that even when rules are

followed tanning beds still

shot on the North

can be dangerous.

Coast last year.
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of the protest, said Bush is timing the
deployment when Congress is not in
session so he can “run a one-man
war.”

“We have no congressional representation,” he said. “Bush is saying,
‘Well, maybe I'll consult Congress,’
butit’s all upin the air. It’s ridiculous
that Congress hasn’t reconvened.”
Speculation is running high
throughout the nation that Bush is
preparing for war.
Please see Protest, page 13
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Java stands give students their fix
by Rhonda Crisp-Foster

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Coffee addicts don’t fear. Bagel
maniacs can cheer. Club stands are
taking over. Lumberjack Enterprises
move over.
Coffee, doughnutand bagel stands
are on the rise this year at HSU and
campus clubs are turning a nice profit.
The Business and Economics Club
runs a coffee stand in Siemens Hall
Monday through Friday from8 to 11
a.m.
“Our best days are Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. We usually
sell out of everything on those days
early,” said Dan Masters, club secretary and stand manager.
The club stand sells coffee, tea, cocoa, doughnuts and candy bars.
Masters said the stand is the club’s
main source of income.
“Our average earnings range from
about $150 to $200 per week,” he
said. Profits from the club’s stand are
used to pay for guest speakers and to
help support the end-of-the-year
banquet.

“There are people who come here

everyday. They count on us,” Mas-

ters said.
Six members of the Student Access

Gallery run a coffee stand in the Art
Building twice a week. They serve
muffins, scones, doughnuts, tea and
cocoa.
“There is really no club involved
here. It’s pretty much a communal
situation,”
PHOTO BY SHAUN WALKEH

Thomas Neilson, right, a liberal studies/multiple subject junior, grabs some
cream cheese for his doughnut at the Conservation Unlimited coffee table
in the Wildlife Buliding while geography senior Floyd Fugatt looks on.

Profits from the self-serve, “honor system” payment table go towards club
activites including field trips with students from other universities.

Darosa said.

art student

Anthony

Leopoldo Fuentes, art concession
patron, said he visits the coffee stand
every Tuesday and Thursday.
“I’ma coffee addict and the proPlease see Stands, next page

Budget meeting

S.A.T. not big factor at HSU

turns sweet amid

by Jeff Gurley

sour situation
by Stacey Wilde

WORLD NEWS EDITOR
On the heels of HSU’s $2 million

LUMBERJACK STAFF

With the strong focuson the fairness
and format of the Scholastic Aptitude

Test in the last few weeks it would

seem this test is all a university ad-

missions office would consider when

budgetcut, about
40 students and three

accepting students.

between victims of the money crunch.

Admissions and School Relations at
HSU, said the S.A.T. is just a piece of
the puzzle and high school perfor-

administrators held a meeting last
Thursday in the East Gym to raise
awareness and foster communication
Despite the potential for a heated
exchange,
HSU administrators saddled
with state-mandated cuts and students
frustrated by the diminishing tard
of classes and garg appeared
resigned to work with,
rather than
against, each other.

Senior political science major Kurt
Parker,
a member of the campus group
Students for Social Responsibility, said
Please see Budget, page 6

But this isn’t so at HSU.

Margi Stevenson, acting director of

mance is just as important.

include increasing the reading

com-

prehension section, addingof an es-

say and using fill-in answers instead
of multiple choice for the math section.
This change of format was spurred

University gets
workable bid for

new apartments
by T.S. Heie
CAMPUS EDITOR
A bid-opening ceremony held Tuesday in the Business and Student Services
_ building produced a potential contractor to complete the second phase of
construction of the proposed Creekview
Student Apartment Complex at HSU.
The deadline for accepting bids officially ended at 2 p.m., and when the
clock hit the hour mark there were three
firms vying for the proposed $4 million
contract.
Mark Diversified, Inc. a Sacramentobased general contracting firm, along
with Diversified Turnkey Construction
Co. of National City, Calif., near San
Diego and Wright Contractors, Inc., of
Santa Rosa submitted sealed bids at the
ceremony.
Ken Combs, director of physical services at HSU, said the lowest bid came
from Diversified Turnkey. He said the
bid by the company was “several
hundred thousand dollars” over what
HSU officials had estimated for the
project’s budget.
However, Combs said the actual cost
of building the complex may have risen
since July due to inflation, adding the
bid by Diversified Turnkey “looks to be
within (the university’s) budget.”
In July Mark Diversified was the only
bidder for the second phase of construction, and its bid was 30 percent
over the university's budget. In the
second round of bidding, Mark Diversified, according to Combs, offered “a

couple of hundred thousand dollars
less” than its previous bid, but the offer
was notas lowas Diversified Turnkey’s
bid.
Combs said Diversified Turnkey’s
proposal will be sent to the California
State University Chancellor’s Office in
Long Beach to be “reviewed for accuracy” and “verified.” He estimated the
paperwork associated with the review
would take approximately 60 days
However, he said HSU officials
should have an idea by next week
whether the Southern California-based
company will be the project’s builder.
All three of the firms submitting bids
Tuesday were pre-qualified contractors
— licensed to build in the state of
California, fully covered by insurance
and capable of obtaining 100 percent
bonding from a certified agency, according to Janice Irene, a contract spe-

“If you have a C+ average in high
school
you canafford tosleepthrough
the test,” Stevenson said.
The recent changes in the S.A.T.

3

cialist in the HSU Office of Procurement

and Support Services. Irene said no
by claims of bias against minorities
and women and charges that the test
was designed for white, middle-class

male students.

If there is still a strong impact
Please see Admission, next page

local contractors submitted bids for the

project.
Combs

said once phase-two con-

struction of the complex begins it will
take“12to14 months” tobe completed.
The complex is scheduled to open to
Please see Bidding, next page
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¢ Continued from previous page

ceeds go to art, religion and magic. The
coffee stand is an altar where I come to
worship,” said Fuentes, who doesn’t
make coffee at home on the days the art
stand is open.
Darosa said the stand is only open

president of the SPJ chapter at HSU,

said the club clears approximately
$100

potential that is not weighed by test

¢ Continued from previous page

coffee

against minorities who take the test, its
aflacts can be weighed against high
school grades or letters of recommendation, Stevenson said.
“We are not going to change the way

stand is an altar
where I come to

we view the test now that it is changed,”

worship.g

she said, “but we do take recommenda-

twice a week because there are not

enough people to help. Proceeds go
toward buying art supplies and sponsoring field trips.
The Society of Professional Journalists runs a coffee, bagel, muffin and tea
stand in the Theater Arts Building
Monday through Friday. Xan Bernay,

“Wetry to identify students who have

tions from EOP (Educational Opportunity Program) on exceptions for admis-

LEOPOLDO FUENTES
Art stand patron

1960s said vice-president Michele
Cardinoux.
Cardinoux said the clubclears about
$35 a week which goes toward con-

sion.”

Each year the Admissions Office,

through recommendations

mission procedures. Admissions will

and sponsoring the group’s annual
conclave.
“If we run out of something people
start to get angry,” said Cardinoux,
who commented that the stand is
definitely a ritual for some
people.

but who have shown other outstanding

Conservation Unlimited, a club
through the wildlife and natural resources department, manages one of
the oldest coffee and bagel stands on
campus. The club,which offers a wide
variety of teas, doughnuts and muffins, began selling goods in the late

neers runs one of the largest stands on
campus in the engineering complex.

etwas ones

Civil Engi-

Club officer Judy Wartella said the

stand makes about $100 a week. The
earnings are used to sponsor the
group’s turkey feast for engineering
students and to buy equipment.

This year Admissions allowed 100
exceptions. Of these, 54 were accepted
through its office and 46 were recommended by EOP.
“We don’t have an ideal test score,”
Stevenson said, “but the average per-

yearly applicants exceptions to the adaccept students who have low S.A.T.

The American Society of

is open to anyone meeting these requirements.

Educational Opportunity Program/
Special Services, allows a percentage of

tributing to the World Wildlife Fund

formance of applicants last fall was a
3.0 grade point average and a 945 score
on the S.A.T.

scores and/or poor high school grades,
characteristics.

Bidding

because of delays in the first phase of
construction the completion date had
to be rescheduled.
Portions of the first phase of the

¢ Continued from previous page

project still remain incomplete, Combs

students in September 1992.

said, including road grading up to the
site and paving parts of the 84-car parking lot and the entire access road off
Granite Avenue.
However, he said phase one is in its
“final stages” and erosion control
measures at the site are “95 percent” in
place.

Combs said should Diversified Turn-

key be awarded the contract the university will not pressure the company
into starting construction early in light
of the present year-long delay facing the
project.

The project was initially slated to be
completed by the fall 1991 semester, but

|

Celebrate
OU mI

grades,” said
director of the

“These students must fill out another
application on their background, have
two letters of recommendation and
supply personal information,” she said.
m is offered to lowThe EOP
income students whose test scores and
grades were below standard.
The program is not based on race and

from the

a week in profits.
Bernay said the money the club earns
goes toward bringing guestspeakers to
HSUand providing scholarships toclub
members.
“I definitely have regular customers
at the stand who come to get their daily

fix,” Bernay said.

scores or high school
Phebe Smith, associate
EOP office.
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Food for Thought
You may have noticed that the
food you’ve been purchasing in the
campus restaurants has been a few
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CSU faculty to receive pay hike;
high cost of living, housing cited
by Amy Skonieczny
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Coming on the coattails of severe
system budget cuts, California State
University faculty will be getting a 4.9
percent pay raise on Jan. 1.
The California Post Secondary Education Commission determined the
raise by comparing the salaries of 20
universities of equal consideration to
the CSU system.
Milton Boyd, HSU biological sciences
chairman, said the determined raise is
contracted each year into the trustees’
budget.
“They have a contract. I mean they
haveto honor us. It’s not likethe figures
are just drawn out of the air,” Boyd
said.
The increase not only benefits the
current faculty, but provides incentive
for up and coming professors, Boyd
said.
“It is our desire to reach a national
audience. If we don’t have comparable
salary levels, people won't come to
work for the CSU. You need someone
who really understands the field and
you don’t get those people if you don’t
pay a comparable salary,” Boyd said.
The high housing costs in California
discourage young professors from

coming here to work which hurts the
CSU, Boyd said.
“We have highly qualified P.h.D’s
who can get houses out of state for onethird the cost of housing in California.
They can’t afford to be here at all. We
are not going to present in the decades
ahead the same qualified faculty that
we've had,” Boyd said.
The 4.9 percent raise is designed to
ease the cost of living and increase the
appeal of the CSU.
“I don’t think it’s going to increase
the attractiveness of the CSU. It will
barely keep us even,” Boyd said.
John Brecher, assistant professor of
music, rejoined the faculty after 18 years
in Europe.
“The pay raise is a welcome thing.
However,
I thoughtit would mean some
new luxuries, butas it is I will probably
pull it towards a new car,” Brecher

said.
“If you want to have quality education, you have to have quality teaching.
And you have to entice people into
teaching with competitive salaries.
“Teachers are leaving the profession
or choosing not to go into it because of
money,” he said.
Dan Close, Associated Students vice
president, said the faculty pay raises
are beyond thecontrol of the university.

PHOTO BY TINA BOLLING

Milton Boyd, HSU biological sciences
chairman, sald the pay raise for
California State University faculty in

January has the potential to make
national professors take notice.
“It’s cost of living. It’s in their con-
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tract. However, I think it should be
voluntary for teachers to put the extra
money back into the system
(to help the
budget) if they can afford it,” Close
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The Club Coordinating
Council receives $1,000 each
semester to allocate to clubs

That’s why the
University employs a full-time

for co-sponsoring an event on
campus which benefits the

club coordinator, the

campus community. It also
receives $2,500 a semester to
match club travel expenses.
This money comes
from the
Associated
Students.

University Center provides
rooms, supplies and

equipment, and the Associated
Students provide clubs
with funding...
Vicki Allen is
the Club
Coordinator, an

employee of
Student
Affairs. She’s
looking for four students to
join the Club Coordinating
Council.
The Club Coordinating
Council is a group of students
who budget funds to clubs on
a matching basis. They meet
once a week in the club office
in the University Center.
A Communic
Funded by

The Club
Coordination
Council still has

$400 to allocate
this semester for cosponsorship.

If you belong to a club,
you should ensure a
representative from your club
attends the Mandatory Club

and Organization Meeting,
tonight at 6:00 p.m. in the
University Center, South
Lounge. In fact, bring a friend.
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Founders gets ready for renovation, prof gets nostalgic

The $8.5 million project to remodel

Founders Hall will begin in December,
starting with the relocation of five to six
departments now located in the building.
The history and political science dertments will move to modular units
ocated behind the Natural Resources
building. English, foreign languageand
geography departments will move to
the University Annex. The geology department will remain in the basement
through next semester.

Budget
¢ Continued from page 3

organizing the event was “as easy as
walking into President McCrone’s office and introducing myself and my
proposition.”

HSU President Alistair McCrone said

he was surprised Parker approached
him about the budget crisis because
many university officials have the impression students just aren’t interested
in administrative problems.
“Believe it or not, people like us need
encouragement. Your input can

Strengthen our resolve and we can
speak with more confidence,” McCrone

said.
But as McCrone’s administration reexamines every HSU program to determine where cuts should be made,

behind the Natural Resources building.
Tom Buite, HSU academic planner,
has been working with Sharon Wallace,
dean of academic resources, on the
Founders Hall project.
“We really tried to match the classroom size of Founders to the classroom
size of the modules,” Buite said.

buildings will be built at either end of

cal services, said the project is going up
for bid Dec. 4.
“We're projecting a successful bid.
“We've had a number of contractors
who are interested, and it is a good
time of theyear to open the bid,” Combs
said.
The project is running smoothly so

Founders
Hall) or withina stone’s throw
away for almost 21 years.

Hair

far, and once there is a bid there are no

foreseeable problems, Combs said.
“We've done our homework and we
think we can expect a very successful
project,” he said.

One aspect of the remodeling

said.
The theme of student participation in
decisions conceming their education
and future echoed throughout the
evening.
“We need to get the message through
that we’re not a bunch of apathetic
fools who don’t give a damn about our
education,” said Chris Little, a political

science junior.
3
Little criticized the administration's
abrupt elimination of many part-time
instructors. In the political science department,
three of 12 professors will be gone by
next semester, he said.
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students at Thursday’s meeting demanded a say in the selection process.
“It needs to be the students and the
faculty who decide which programs
aren’t working out.
“We're losing classes where a lot of
students are attending,” one student

Comnection
ats

the Founders courtyard

to hold five

faculty offices each.
Besides a fresh coat of paint and new
floor tilings, there will be little notice-

able difference to students and faculty,
Combs said.
William Tanner, a history professor,
said,

Ken Combs, HSU director of physi-

Th

Products:

with electrical system and two add-on

be replaced by modular units located

Modular units will soon temporarily
replace the trademark of HSU —
Founders Hall.
The structure will be closed next semester so the university can upgrade
the building, first opened to students,
faculty and staff in 1913.
Completion of the renovation is
scheduled for the fall of 1992.

Hair

The heating will be replaced along

Allclassrooms in Founders Hall will

by Amy Skonieczny
LUMBERJACK STAFF

“I’ve been

in this office

(in

“You get used to an old hat. If you

lose it, you miss it,” he said.
Moving the history department is
causing some chaos and the new locations will take some getting used to,
Tanner said, wondering whether the

Founders Hall will be to strengthen the
building seismically for safety reasons,
according to Combs.
“It was built when there were no
building codes. So we are strengthening it for life safety,” he said.

modular classrooms will be noisy.

"You're cutting away at the fundamental support blocks of the institution and the diversity and quality of
education is going to suffer,” he said.
Academic Affairs Vice President
Manuel Esteban responded that the July
decision from Sacramento to slash
$107.6 million from California State
University’s budget didn’t give HSU
officials time to brace for the cuts.
Part-time teachers are not under contract and are subsequently the first to
go, he said.
“We're looking at everything —
nothing is being spared,” Esteban said.
“In this budgetary climate, we can no
longer behave as if it were business as
usual.”
But as Sacramento lawmakers hand
the CSU system the worst budget it has
seen in 40 years and administrators
scramble to take up the slack at home,

sea of political hierarchy.
“There’s a lot of anger that can develop,” Associated Students President
Randy Villa said. “How do you expect
us to pay more but be offered less ser-

students feel like bottom-feeders in a

“don’t know how thick the walls are
going to be,” he said.
Sharon Wallace, dean of academic
resources, said the modules will have

little effect on instruction.

vices?”
Villa urged students to write letters
to their local congressmembers and
legislators.
“We need to let the administrators
know what we will and will not accept,” Villa said. “As students, we can
getinvolved to help shape the process.”
With 60 classes eliminated already,
no money for new equipment and re-

ductions in every department on cam-

pus, evidence points to aneven bleaker
future, said Edward Del Biaggio, vicepresident for Administrative Affairs.
“I don’t wantanybody thinking we've
cleared this budget because we haven't.
I don’t think we've seen the worst yet
for this year,” Del Bia
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Education

uhammad, a student representa-

gestures and well-placed pauses of
speech, told the audience that all mi-

see themselves as different

due to the education they have received
in public schools.
“Think about minorities learning

Spot,

Goldilocks,”

Dick

and Jane and

he said.

“You

learned

about George Washington, but you

never learned about George Washing-

ton Carver.”
Carver was an early-20th century
‘black American botanist and chemist
who invented the process of making
peanut butter.
Muhammad described education in
the United States as a “dismal failure,”
“antiquated” and “not revised enough
to adequately address the changing

realities of the American ae

It was for these problems that he

offered solutions to questions facing
U.S. higher education today.

Admittedly, Muhammad

strayed

presidential campaign, charged the
audience “not to look to fill our pockets

(with money)” after getting a degree,

but rather to bring the degree “back to
the community.”
“Higher education must prepare
ple to use education to benefit
themselves and the community where
they came from,” he said.
Muhammad specifically challenged
educators to expand their teachings to
include input from the full spectrum of
ethnic groups in America.
Walking away from the podium and
standing five feet from the audience, he
said, “If

1 took a picture of this front

row, would you people in the back row
be interested in looking at it? No, you
probably wouldn’t because these are
the people in the picture.
“A person will never learn unless
they see themselves in what they’re
learning,” he said.
He then wentintoa string of religious
references, including a mention of the
teachings of Louis Farrakhan, leader of
the Nation of Islam in America.

Healso mentioned the names of three
black inventors who used their educa-

tion to bring America the traffic light,

the gas mask and the first successful

open-heart surgery technique.

But again his message came back to

from his intended subject at times.

ethnic representation in higher educational institutions.

Arabia.
He also placed a well-aimed kick in
the pantsof the U.S. government for its

must develop the ability to appreciate
the diversity of others,” he said. “You
cannot be a well-rounded
n unless you learn about the cultures that
surround you.
“There has to be an equal exchangeof
learning.
“We have
to get past the silly politics
of playing the race game,” Muhammad

He took a few minutes to rebuke the
presence of American troops in Saudi

rted bias against ethnic groups.

yPundamentally, itis the

ARCATA

tive on the Rev. Jesse Jackson’s 1984

equality, freedom and justice for minorities in America’s higher education
institutions.
The nut of the lecture was made clear
from the outset. The shortcomings
of
ethnic representation in higher
education is rooted at the elementary school
level.
Muhammad, amid well-timed hand

about

|

higher education, or a lack thereof.

* Continued from front page

norities
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wandered, it always came back to a
central theme: ethnic representation in

7

vernment

of the United States which has failedto
give freedomand
ity to the masses
of people,” he said to a round of applause.
However, as much as his message

“Though we are different in color we

said.

NORTHCOUNTRY CLINIC
785 18th Street « Arcata

Medical Care
ABSOLUTELY FREE

If You Qualify

Call 822-2481 For. Appointment
(All Medical Coverage Accepted)

Arcata city staff has
developed 14
recommendations to be
considered by the Housing
Task Force, based on

discussions at its November

6 meeting.
Perhaps the most
interesting recommendation
for students, though, is

HOUSING

“Prepare an inclusionary
zoning system that requires a

certain percentage of all new
housing units to be available
for low/moderate income
persons.

;

“A. Assure that prices
and/or rent levels do not

increase at a faster rate than
inflation.

TASK

“B. Require developers of
individual units or small
subdivisions to contribute to
a fund which is reserved for
the the development of

housing for low/ moderate
income persons.”
Members of the A.S.

Government are pursuing
changing the formula for
disbursing the Arcata
Redevelopment Fund, so that
more of it is dedicated to

FORCE

constructing low and

Meets tonight,

moderate income housing

Wednesday

(which generally means
senior and student housing).

:
November 14,

If your what to let

7:00 p.m.

Arcata’s Housing Task Force
know how you feel about

these or any housing issues,

City

Manager’s

Conference Room

let us know. Talk to us at

City Hall

our offices in the University
Center, South Lounge. Or
leave a note in the “External

Affairs” box outside our
offices.

.
ver
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College Bible Class — Sun 9 a.m.
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the copy center

17th & Union

1618 GC Street, Arcata 822-8712
2021 Sth Street #C, Eureka 445-3334

822 -0367
HOT FROM OUR DELI
Spinach-Tofu Turnovers
Small $2.75
Large $4.10
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Have
a
Problem?

Is it Legal?

Two student co-administrators, Wendy
Matsunaga and Chuck
Raidan, run the
Humboldt Legal
Center with
nine other
volunteers.
They are all
enrolled in
Business

Delicately seasoned with
whole wheat crust.
Delicious and cholesterol-free!

Easy to heat at home!

WE ALSO FEATURE
Baked Tofu-Vegle Patties
80 32.35 6/4.50 12/8.75
Marinated & Baked Tofu-Cytiets
50 3/1.45 6/2.75 12/5.40
Baked Tofu-Sausages
45 31.25 6/2.45 12/4.75
Freeh Tofu .................. 1.35/L8.
WE SPECIALIZE IN...
Celicious, ready-to-eat and easy-to-prepare
foods

— all cholesterol
free and many
with locally-produced and
orgarically-grown ingredients

768 16th Street, Arcate
Mon-Sat 8-8 ¢ Sun 11-6

482.

TAKE OUT: 822-7409

“Counselling

Illegal?
Then
legalize
it.
Talk to the people
at the Humboldt
Legal Center.
They’ll give you
free legal

information. Tell you
your rights. And give
you the facts.

is a great
experience.

They observe
law first-hand at small claims court and other
arbitration courts. And counselling can lead to
opportunities for employment with local attorneys
as well as a future career.”

If you have any
questions about your legal

rights as a tenant as well
as other rights, contact a
counsellor at the
Humboldt Legal Center.
Call 826-3824. Their office
is on campus in the

U0 Sweeny
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Congress passes Smith River legislation
Nat'l. Recreation Area Act result of compromise
between conservationists, Forest Service
by John Hatcher

LUMBERJACK STAFF

@ Smith River protection enhances wildlife, provides

TheSmith
River National Recreation Act represents

a hard-fought compromise between

groups

which

don’tagreeon muuch about the wildlands of

orthern

California.
The act cleared both houses in the final hours
before
adjourned for the year, and now
awaits only the signature of President Bush before it
goes into effect. It is expect to be approved by Bush

this week.

Smith River Nationale===
RecreationArea
J

%a

Source:
US. Forest Service

Graphic
by John Hatcher

The Smith River is the last major undammed river
in California. It is located north of Crescent
City in

Del Norte County.

;

But exactly what the act will do in the Smith River
watershed is not yet concrete. The act calls for protection of more than 75
t of the remaining oldgrowth trees and all old-growth redwoods in the

link to other wilderness areas. Page 12.

ion, permanent bl
of the “G-O” road beae
etand Orleans,
the addition of six creeks
to the National Smith River Wild and Scenic Rivers
System and the prevention of large-scale surface
mining.
“It promises to put an end to many of the deep

conflicts that have made this part of California’s

North Coast an environmental battleground for the

past two decades,” stated Rep. Doug Bosco, D-Calif.
in an Oct. 28 press release.
The act was first introduced in Congress by Bosco
in May.
Jim Owens, conservation coordinator for the Smith
Please see Smith River, page 12

Hospice for Humboldt
sheds light on final days
less to live and must have primary care

by Jeff Traverso

LUMBERJACK STAFF

As hospitals become more technologically advanced
— and, someargue,

colder — the terminally ill are turning

in increasing numbers to the nation’s
hospices for care, treatment and support during the most vulnerable time
of their lives.
The Hospice of Humboldt in Eureka

is the only

hospice in northern

Humboldt
County. It offers cat
emotional and spiritual care for terminally ill patientsin
their homes. Hospice
also works with patients in hospitals

and nursing homes.

“In Latin, the word ‘hospice’ means
both host and guest,” Executive Director
Tina Shelton said. “I’ve always liked
the idea of there being some kind of
interaction between two people — of
helping someone with their journey
through life.”

The hospice, which opened in 1979,

has offered its myriad of services to
about 150 patients and 350 family
members this year.

Hospice of Humboldt has a staff of

12, including nurses who

provide

medical care to patients. There are also
40 community volunteers trained to
give emotional support to patients and

their loved ones.
Shelton said the aoe of hospice
patients have cancer.
hospice has
past, but
the
in
patients
AIDS
served
she said only three AIDS patients have
been served in the last two years.

ivers available, such as relatives. The
pice staff supplements this care and
is accessible to patients 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.
Patient care expenses are usually
funded by Medicare, MediCal or pri-

vate insurance. Additional support

comes from Sees

Tocelebrate National Hospice Month
in November, the hospice is planning a
tree-lighting ceremony called Light Up
a Life, as a fundraiser for its patients.
The ceremony will be at the Fortuna

Chamber of Commerce and the Arcata

and Eureka city halls Nov. 29 at 7 p.m.
Light bulbs can be purchased
by
cali
the hospice office at 445-8443.
Shelton also said the local timber industry gives financial gifts to the hos-

ice.

‘ Hospice patients are never charged
for hospice services.
“The
ry focus is making sure
the patient is comfortable through pain
control,” Shelton said.
For cancer
patients, morphine is often prescribed
as a painkiller.
“Also, it’s important
to make patients

feel as much in control as they possibly

can be ata time in their lives when they

often feel stripped of control and
stripped of personal dignity,” she said.
of the more sensitive issues confronting the nurse and volunteer staff is
trying to mitigate a patient's justifiable
anger at his imminent death.

ten, patients are angry Pope
|
feel so out of control and so afraid,

People eligible for hospice services

must

have prognoses of six months or

Please see Hospice, page 14

a

The last draw?

PHOTO BY MARY BROWN

A cigarette smoker for the past three years, HSU environmental biology
junior Cody Toal said he plans to quit puffing for the Great American
Smokeout Nov. 15. Sponsored by the American Cancer Society, the

annual smokeout Is hailed as a chance for smokers to quit the habit for

a day — and perhaps for good. To help smokers through the day, the
American Cancer Society in Eureka has survival kits that contain books
of matches with no heads and plugs for car lighters.
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Arcata man protests treatment of homeless
“I firmly believe that if society helps

by Catherine Kenny

the homeless, society is helping itself,”
Botello said. “This is quoted in Jesus —
allnations mustshelter, feed and clothe
their homeless or burn in hell. So far as
I see it this nation is on its way to hell.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Ruben Botello, 43, of Arcata has not
eaten since the night of Oct. 28.
He is on a hunger strike in protest of
an ordinance adopted by the city of
Santa Barbara which calls forciting and
fining people caught sleeping in public
places. He has vowed not to eat again
until the ordinance, which he said is
aimed at the homeless, is either rescinded or modified.
Botello said he would love to live, but
he sees his death as a real and possible
consequence of his hunger strike. He
has waged hunger strikes before. His
last one, about two years ago, lasted 58
days.
Botello, who is from Texas, said he
has applied for jobs at many places in
Eureka and Arcata with no luck. His
only source of income is $400 he receives each month from is ex-wife for
child support.
He is an activist and spends his time
writing letters and staging protests,
marches and demonstrations. He said
he has been involved with various
groups at HSU including MECHA,
Black Student Union, Humboldt Indian
Allianceand Asian-American Alliance.
He has also supported Earth First!.
The homeless issue is his greatest
concern. He founded the American
Homeless Society in 1987 after coming
to Eureka with his two sons and living

And if my death can wake people up to
that fact it’s worth it.”
Botello said the Santa Barbara ordi-

nance is a model for cities across the
nation and he is concerned other cities

might follow suit. He said he is considering going to Santa Barbara to wage a

protest at City Hall.
The Santa Barbara ordinance states it
is unlawful to sleep on public beaches,

on any public street or sidewalk or on
city property.
Pete Wilson, assistant city administrator, said in a telephone interview

from Santa Barbara, “We're not arresting anybody.”
He said the city of Santa Barbara,
PHOTO BY JAYMIE SCOTT

with a population of about 80,000, has

Homeless advocate Ruben Botello and his sons Ruben, 14, and Juan, 11,
relax in their Arcata home. Botello is in the 17th day of a hunger strike that
he says he will continue until an ordinance in Santa Barbara that calls for
the citing and fining of people sleeping in public places is rescinded.

spent a lot of money addressing the
homeless issue. About $5 million in the
last five years has been spent on the
homeless issue, he said. The ordinance,
he said, was not directed at the homeless, but was toclean up the downtown
area at the request of citizens and
businesspeople.
“What they’redoing there is wrong,”
Botello said. “They’re putting women

the homeless experience.
“When you're homeless you have to
hide. You have to hide from everybody. My kids and I had to hide, not
only from the police, but from other

homeless (people) too. There are dangerous people out there preying on
homeless people. There’s a lot of sexual

‘Get A Run For Your Money!
email
Conininaeneedll

leanne
ee eae
Cicthinesacintieeeandae

Watch & Wager
Turf Club

\

Horse racing simulcast live from Bay Meadows
with major races from other tracks.
Wednesday - Sunday

Post Time:

1 p.m.

except Friday: 5 p.m.
e
e
e
e

Large, clean facility
Food catered by Waterfront Café
Must Be 18
Free group admissions available

Redwood Acres
3750 Harris St.
Eureka
(445- 1756

perversion out there, a lot of rape, a lot
of killing, a lot of stabbing, a lot of
beatings — vicious beatings, even in
Eureka,” he said.
“But of course council members, rich
people — they don’t understand these
things. They never will. They’ ve never
been there.

and children next to criminals, to fugi-

Please see Homeless, page 13
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Indoor tanning attracts sun worshipers
Doctors caution overexposure
to harmful ultraviolet rays
by Hassanah Nelson
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Some people are so serious

about getting and maintaining

suntans they cultivate them
year-round —in tanning beds.
Tanning beds, which are
operated under Federal Drug
Administration guidelines, use
ultraviolet rays alpha — 97.5
percent — and beta — 2.5

percent.

Dermatologists such as Eugene Blum of Eureka caution
users of tanning beds against
prolonged exposure to ultraviolet rays, which can cause
skin cancer especially in extremely fair-skinned individuals.
Among Arcata hair salons
which feature tanning beds are
House

of Flair, Beau-Monde

Barber and Beauty Shop and
E)’s Hair Productions.

Tanfastixx in Eureka specializes in state-of-the-art tanning beds.
“You read about it in the
newspapers and they say there
are dangers, but it depends on
how you’re using it,” said
Vivian Day, owner of Arcata’s

House of Flair.

Day said it’s important to
wear the special goggles provided when using the tanning

bed for eye protection. No one
is permitted to use the tanning

bed more than 30 minutes a
day as prescribed by FDA
regulations. No pregnant
women can use the tanning
bed. Fair-haired individuals

are cautioned
to use the
tani
bed less than the 30-minute

walls in tanning salons.
House of Flair and other
businesses sell lotions designed
to protect skin. There are approximately 100 lotions on the
market — both moisturizers
and accelerators — especially
for tanning-bed use.
Responsible use of its three
tanning beds is strongly emphasized at Tanfastixx, owned
by Mary Curless, a 10-year
veteranof the tanning business.

She trained at California Tan
in San Diego. Tanfastixx is the

only full-service tanning salon
in Humboldt County.
“Tanfastixx provides a controlled tanning environment,”
Curless said. “When you are
out in the sun, you have no
way of measuring the amount
of UVA to UVB ratio that you
are being exposed to, often
causing painful sunburn. At
Tanfastixx, you are always exposed to the same ratio rays,
therefore
safely building a base
tan without the burning element.”
“Anytime you burn, you’re
killing skin cells. When you
peel, you’re losing a layer of
skin. In here you never peel,”
she said.

Curless is serious about tanning. She uses the beds herself

three days a week to maintain
the tan she has perfected on
her naturally olive skin.
“To me this is not just a
trendy business. I don’t want
to harm my skin as much as |
don’t want to harm anyone

else’s,” she said.

“We have a form that every
customer must fill out. If they

time.

refuse to fill out a form, then

tanning beds as well as on the

Curless said.

FDA warnings
are posted on

they’renoteligible to tan here,”

~~

ate

gine

sntaiiiibonanee

PHOTO BY JAYMIE SCOTT

Aclient at Tanfastixx in Eureka, which specializes in state-of-the-art tanning beds, bathes
in artificial sunlight to maintain a golden tan. While tanning beds are operated under FDA
guidelines, some dermatologists say there is no such thing as a safe tan.

The form includes questions
on type of skinand medications
used. People who take tetracycline and blood pressure
pills, for example, should not

use a tanning bed. Curless also
refuses to allow teen-agers under 18 to use the tanning beds.
First-time users at her business
are carefully instructed on the
proper use of the tanning bed.

Curless said often “the tan

element becomes secondary to
our real regular customers. It’s
almost like a stress release
therapy. It’s 30 minutes to
yourself. Nobody can get in
touch with you. There’s no
phones, no kids in there.”
But on the down side,
Humboldt County American
Cancer Society Executive Director Sylvia Jutila said both
tanning and smoking cause the

skin to age prematurely and

turn leathery.
Mitchel P. Goldman, M.D.,

of the American Board of Dermatology, in printed information from the Dermatology
Associates of San Diego
County, stated “thereis no such
thing as a safe tan.
“Although it is often associated with a feeling of well-being a tan is actually the skin’s
response to injury. Following
excessive exposure to ultraviolet radiation, the skin produces new melanin
or pigment
to provide some natural protectionagainst further damage.
“Many consumers mistakenly believe that tanning in
artificial light does not damage the skin. This is not true.
Exposure to UVA radiation in
. the doses given at so-called

‘safe’ tanning parlors poses
potential short-term and longterm hazards to the skin,”
Goldman wrote.
To use or not to use tanning

beds remains controversial.
But, as with any product, responsible use according to the
carefully posted guidelines in
addition to heeding medical
advice will probably save most
individuals from injury.
Glaring misuse, Day said,
may result in death. She heard
of one woman who had used a
suntan bed four times, formore
than 30 minutes each time,
consecutively in one day to get
a “good tan.”
“She was stinking because
she had burned herself so bad
inside. She died in the shower.
But that’s suntan bed abuse,”
Day said.
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Smith River Act protects
wildlife corridors, fisheries
by John Hatcher
LUMBERJACK STAFF
The designation of the Smith River as
a National Recreation Area will do more
than protect a river.
“One of the guiding ideas throughout our working on this bill was not so
much protecting
timber values, but

was

to

protect

wildlife values, to
protect fisheries
values, to protect
water values,” said
Jim Owens, conser-

vation coordinator
for the Smith River
Alliance.
“It’s
a river that’s
known for its clear
water —

it’s out-

standing fisheries.
People who are really active fishermen

— _

when

they’re speaking
about rivers and
fishes don’t put the
Smith in the same
category as other

6
ou

create a type of forest highway wildlife
can use to travel between wilderness
areas.
In the past it was thought sections of
wilderness could be set aside and animals could survive within these preserved islands.
But recent studies have shown many
animal populations need to be
able migrate in
search of food and
new habitat in orneed to
der to survive.

large

“You need to
have large connec-

D
connections
:
between islands

tions between islands to allow viable populations
to not only exist

have

to

allow viable
populations to not
only exist but to
,
thrive.

9

rivers,” he said.
The five forks of
the river are well

known for their trophy salmonand steelhead populations.
But the protection of the Smith and its
tributaries will also provide a link between wilderness areas in Oregon, the
Trinity Alps, the Siskiyou Wilderness
and Klamath National Forest.
The wilderness corridors, which
Owens said have only been studied by

but to thrive,”
Owens said.
The Smith River
area is home to 210

wildlife species
including the peregrine falcon, bald
eagle, mountain

JIM OWENS

lion,
black-tail
deer,
fox
and
Roosevelt Elk.
Owens,
who

Smith River Alliance

compares parts of
the

Smith River to

Yosemite National
Park, said the South Fork Road is one of
the most beautiful drives in northern
California.
“Theriveris emerald greenand you'll
see maybe two or three cars on the
whole drive,” he said. The road also
passes through some areas which have
been clear-cut, so a comparison can be

Smith River

our natural lands was implicated.

Weall came to feel the forest ranger
was almost next to God,” Owens

said.

° Continued from page 9

“Bottom line — we don’t trust

River Alliance, said the act succeeded in Congress because it was
the result of compromise.
“It was a question that needed to
be solved and here was a solution
thateverybody had their fingers in,”
he said.
Approximately three years ago
the proposal was made again to
consider the Smith River as a site for
a national park. But Owens said this
was a strategy to get people inter-

ested in the idea of a National Recreation Area — “knowing that the
people in Northern California
would be so freaked out by another
national park they'd be willing to
accept a national recreation area.
That's exactly what happened,” he

.
said.
Despite provisions for mineral
extraction and salvage logging —
the removal of dead and damaged

trees — Owens said the plan repre-

sented the best option for the region.
Already the act has halted two
timber harvest plans in the area, he

said.
“This is the strongest river protection that exists in any legislation
right now in the United States,”
Owens said.
The U.S. Forest Service and the
Smith River Alliance have been in
dispute over the language in the act
since it was originally drawn up
earlier this year by the Forest Service
for Bosco. Owens said the Alliance
will continue to keep a close eye on

the Forest Service's handling of the

Smith River area.
“As wegrew up watching Smokey
the Bear, the image of a forest service
as acareful steward and manager of

them,” he said.

Richard Gibson, the Forest
Service's public affairs officer for Six

Rivers National Forest, said he is not

aware of any animosity between the

Forest Service and the Smith River
Alliance.
The final plan for the area, which
will outline specific management

guidelines under the act, will represent a fine-tuning of the plan the
Forest Service originally drafted,

Gibson said.

“The passage of the recreation act
doesn’t make that drastic of a
change,” he said.
Recently the logging in this area
has decreased and the majority of
the Forest Service’s budget has been
going towards recreation, he said.

“On the whole it’s a very good
piece of legislation,” Gibson said.

Helga Burns, chairwoman of the
Del Norte County Board of Supervisors, said the county plans to establish a committee to consult with the
Forest Service on management of
the area.
While she agreed that the recreation act was based on compromise,
there are still mixed feelings within
the Del Norte community. Many
people are concerned about the
possible loss of jobs which could
result from the act, she said.

“T still think in the overall scheme
of things the people of Del Norte
come out ahead — monetarily,” she

said in a telephone interview.
The county will receive approximately $1 million a year in compensation. This money will gradually be
phased out by 10 percent each year
over the next decade.
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Protest

use less energy,” he said.
HSU political science Lecturer
Melanie Williams expressed her concern with the negative portrayal of Ar-

* Continued from front page

abs in the media.

Summer in the Middle East comes
just a few months after January. The
severe desert heat of the region during
summer could hinder the ability of

“People in the Middle East have a
right tolifeas valuable
as anyoneelse’s,”
Williams said. “Troops are calling Arabs ‘ragheads.’ They’ve seen one too
many ‘Be All You Can Be’ commercials.”
The protest started about noon and
tapered off two hours later after protesters formed a human chain around
the Plaza, singing “Give Peace a
Chance.”
Only one event marred the protest.
An unidentified man ina green truck
heckled the crowd and threatened some
of the protesters with a shotgun.
“He (the unidentified man) hit my
hand with the truck, and I turned to
follow him,” said Ray West of Arcata.
“The guy stopped and pulled out a
shotgun as if to say, ‘Don’t mess with
me or I'll mess you up.”
There were no injuries or shots fired.
Police are investigating the incident.
Keniston said his organization is
planning a similar protest this Sunday
on the Plaza at 12:30 p.m., and every
Sunday until “we stop this ridiculous
thing.”
Tonight there will be a symposium
about the Gulf crisis in the Natural
Resources building, room 101 at 7 p.m.

troops.

Military analysts have said the best
time for an Iraqi attack would be right
after the new troops arrive in January,
before summer.
Doug and Shelia Schlobohm of
Fortuna have a 22-year-old son who
has been stationed in the region for five
weeks.
“When my son was first sent over
there, I thought, ‘Yeah, let’s go kick
some ass,” Mr. Schlobohm told the

crowd. “Butas the days passed Istarted
thinking about the hurt my son would
endure.”
Mrs. Schlobohm said she was protesting because she wants to do whatever she can to stop “a war before it
happens.”
“I don’t want my son to come home
in a body bag,” she said.
America’s dependence on foreign oil
and its lack of energy conservation was
blamed for the crisis in the Gulf. A
placard at the protest asked, “How
many body bags is one barrel of oil
worth?”
“We have to look at how many resources we are using and cut back on
them so we can share with other
ple,” said Lincoln Balassa of Arcata.
“For myself, it’s a constant battle to

HSU faculty members Rev. John Rogers,

Nathan Smith, Sam Sonntag and John.
Travis will participate with Howard
Stauffer moderating.
The symposium will be followed by

2)a
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said Dawn Bressler of Citizens for So-

a 24-hour sit-in at the University Center quad. For more information call
826-4341.
“We need to get out there to protest
and this is what we’re doing today,”

cial Responsibility. “Bush is sending
his message by putting bodies in the
Gulf. We’re sending our message by
putting bodies in the street.”

Homeless

ger strike and he felt bad on Halloween when he had a lot of candy and his
father didn’t have any. But he said he
likes what his father is doing for the
homeless.
Juan still remembers being homeless and he remembers
his

* Continued from page 10

tives, to rapists, to killers, to robbers
and thieves.
“I don’t want
* toliveina world
where there are
concentration

camps

for the

homeless, “ he
said. “I’d rather
be dead than live
in this kind of
world.”
Botello’s sons
are Ruben, 14,
and Juan, 11. He

said

he

thinks

their experience
being homeless

°C

ouncil

members, rich

people — they
don’t understand

these things. They
never will. They’ve
never been there. g

will make them
better men, but

worst experience.
“I was really
hungry
so_
I
started crying and

I was looking at
this snack shop,”
he said. “I was
crying to see
if my
dad would get me

anything in there.
But he said, ‘OK,

OK,’ and we went
out in the car and
he opened a can
of peas and green
beans. I pigged
out on the green

the boys have
RUBEN BOTELLO | Pears.”
mixed feelings
Botello said his
Homeless advocate
regarding the
children are his
hunger strike.
main concern and
“I think it’s for a good deed,” his
his hunger strike
son Rubensaid, “Butof course! don’t
will not hurt them. He said even if the
like the idea of starving yourself.”
strikeresults in his death he has taught
Juan said he does not like the hunthem enough to be able to deal with it.

We're Moving!
The Student and Business Ser-

vices Building, which is located
between Gist Hall and Harry
Griffith Hall, has been completed
and is ready for occupancy.

‘ Open
8 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 days a week
3 locations to serve you:
Westwood-Sunnybrae-Cutten

MINUTE MAID

JUICE

ORANGE
WESTERN

SUGAR

FAMI

5b. bag

The last week of moves is scheduled as
follows and the offices will be in their
new locations on the dates shown.

89¢

Tuesday,
Nov. 27
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he 160

Graphics
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Hospice
¢ Continued from page 9

Shelton said. These underlying feelings must be addressed before the
patient's anger can be diffused.
“Some people might be very angry at
first when they get the prognosis,”
Shelton said. “But if you stick with
them and you don’t have an agenda of
yourownbutare
really there tosupport
them,

their whole

cure patients.
“You're not there to fix anything”

Another support group provided by
the hospice is for children under 18.
“We just started this program two
years ago and it’s one of the things

mannerism

can

change over the course of time as the
illness progresses.”
The acute physical pain of a terminal
illness can often lead a patient to consider suicide. If the pain is removed or
minimized through medication, suicidal tendencies often go too, Shelton

said.

Patients are encouraged to articulate
their feelings
about committing suicide.
“We let them know they’ve got
someone to talk to about it. We don’t
ignore it,” Shelton said. “Frequently,
all the patient needs to do is vent those
feelings and that will take care of it.”
The hospice staff does not stop
working after patients die. Hospice
provides free counseling services for
people who have lost their loved ones.
The hospice offers a 10-week support
group for people who have experienced
the death of a loved one at any time in

their lives. The loved one need not have

been a hospice patient.
The group is supervised by a trained
counselor and meets in Eureka and
Fortuna.

shesaid. “You're there to offer support.”

But like Bookhamer, she said the rewards of hospice work outweigh the

we're most proud of,” Shelton said.

frustrations.

Shelton said the backbone of the
hospice is its volunteer force.
“We couldn't do what we do without
the wonderful volunteers we have,”
she said.
Volunteer coordinator Terry Hill
supervises a free two-week training
program for prospective volunteers.
The next program will begin Jan. 12.
Hill discourages students from volunteering because volunteers must

“One of the most gratifying things
for me was feeling like I could really be
supportive to a patient and could give
him something I believe strongly in.

Everyone deserves to have choices up

until the moment they die — choices
about how they’re living at the end of
their life,” Shelton said.
The Hospice Shop, a thrift store on

Alliance Road in the Westwood Shopping Center in Arcata, is staffed by
volunteers who find working directly
with patients tooemotionally gruelling.

commit at least two hours a week for a’

year to hospice duties, and students
often are pressed for time.
Hill said the training is mainly on an
emotional level. Trainees discuss life
experiences with death and other subjects relating to the hospice.
Trainees also learn the basic aspects
of diseases such as cancer and how to
administer home care, such as moving
apatientinacute pain froma wheelchair
to a bed.
However, Hill said the most important thing a trainee will learn is how to
be a good listener.
“Ninety percent of hospice work is
listening,” shesaid. “The volunteer can’t
cure the patient or ease the financial
strain. The volunteer can’t help it if the
patient or his family members have a
history of alcoholism. All we can offer
is to listen to them while they unload.”
Larry Bookhamer, a volunteer who
has been at the hospice for a year, said
he became a volunteer for personal ful-

Lynne Montgomery, a nurse at the

hospice for three years, said today’s
hospice plays a major role in defining

Hospice for Humboldt Executive
Director Tina Shelton: “You're not
there to fix anything. You’re there
to offer support.”

death as natural, not obscene.

“I don’t look at death as something
that comes in and takes control of me,”

she said. “I see it as something that’s
normal.”

fillment.
“I know that sounds selfish,” he said.
“But I get a lot out of it for myself. I like
it — I enjoy it.”
However, Bookhamer said it’s hard
to let go of patients he’s bonded with.
“Every time you get attached, it’s
tough,” he said.
Volunteers are given as much time as
they need after their patients die to
work through their grief.
. Shelton, sometimes a volunteer her-

self, said one of the toughest parts of
being a volunteer is not being able to

“Working as a hospice nurse, you're
invited into an incredibly private part
of someone’s life,” she said. “Dying

people are so open and they want to see

who Iam.
I don’t take that for granted.”
Janelle McKinley, a nurse at General
Hospital in Eureka, said the medical
industry in its role as healer regards

death as unnatural and is frustrated
when its technology fails to save lives.
“Hospices are doing wonderful
things by giving people permission to
die,” she said. “Hospices have made it
OK to die.”

Adoption
Papers
Buffet, Lunch
& Dinner

By Popular Demand
Limited Time Only

TA] MAHAL
Cuisine
nine

»will do all that is within my power to
» Not to smoke during the Great
American Smokeout. On my honor and as part of the bargain, I promise to
do the following to accompli
our sh
goal:
*

°

Praise you for hav
theing
willpower for giving up nicotine for
a day.

Reassure you that there are still only 24 hours in a day.

*
Help you to remember your commitment not to smoke.
* _ Bribe you with food, money and/or timeshare vacations.
¢
Be there when you need me.

You,

Authentic Food of India
eto

I

*Party/Banquet Facility
*Catering

through the day if you:

, On your part, will make it

*
°

Hide your cigarettes, ashtrays, lighters, and matches.
Tell your friends you have been adopted and will not smoke
during the Great American Smokeout.
*
Came
ll
when you feel you can't resist the desire to smoke.
* — Refrain from visiting smoke-filled rooms.
°
Remember that today you are leaving the pack behind.

I will do what it takes to help my friend to leave the pack
behind.
Signed:
Date:

*Food To Go

I promise not to smoke during the Great American Smok
eout.
Signed:
Date:

442-7417
2109 Broadway

Eureka, CA 95501

Located in the Ranchote
*

For more information contact the
Substance Abuse Resource Center at

826-5015
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Arcata City Council notes

Rates for city taxi services were
increased Nov. 8 at the Arcata City
Council meeting.
The increase was requested by the
HendersonCenterCab
Corp. Because
the city taxi service is a public utility,
the City.Council must approve any
rate hikes.
“This isn’t my most favorite thing
to do,” said Ernest S. Arnold, presi-

dent and general manager of
Henderson. “I don’t like to come in
here and ask for more money from
customers.”
Henderson increased rates in July
1987 but Arnold said the cost of running the company has increased since
then.
“A rate increase is absolutely necessary for me to operate the system,”
he said.

Riders will now be charged a flagdrop rate of $2, and 20 cents for each
one-eighth mile, up froma $1.80 flagdrop rate and 20 cents for each oneseventh mile.
Arnold also
requested the council
consider raisi
e flat rate the city
pays for the Dial-A-Ride program by
39 percent.

Dial-A-Ride
is ashared-ride program
for the elderly, infirm or handicapped
which is partly funded by the city.
The council will consider the Dial-ARide increase at its mid-year budget
review in January.

In other action, the council accepted
a bid to design a water tank to be built
adjacent to an existing tank on Union
and 16th streets.
Theconsulting firm of Selvage, Heber
and Nelson will design the tank for
$30,500.
The construction costs for the tank
are estimated at $1,478,000. The city
will issue bonds to cover the costs.
Also at the meeting, the council decided tohave the Planning Commission
review a proposal to change the requirements for fence setbacks.
The city requires fences over three
feet to be set back from inside curbs by
at least six feet to prevent vision problems for motorists.

Helmut G. Remiorz, owner of Ger-

man Motors on 1065 K St., requested
the change because of insurance problems. He said he has had trouble obtaining insurance because of theft and
vandalism.
His insurance company will refuse to

cover him if he doesn’t construct a sixfoot fence around thelot where hestores

ive

his customers’ cars, he said.
He also said if he had to set a fence
back he'd lose 40 percent of the parking space in the lot.
“We can put a bush around the
fence so it won’t be ugly or look like
a jail, but I need a fence,” he said.
Jeff Deaton, assistant manager of
the St. Vincent DePaul Store at 513 K
St., also requested a change in the

fence regulation.
Deaton, in a letter to the council,
said St. Vincent DePaul is having
trouble with theft and vandalismand
the problem could be solved if the
city allowed the store to construct a
six-foot fence without a three-foot
setback.
The council will ask the Planning
Commission to change the fence
regulation to accommodate commercial buildings such as German
Motors and St. Vincent DePaul.
Also at the meeting:
e A proclamation was issued in
support of the Great American
Smokeout Thursday. The smokeout day is designed to encourage
smokers to quit for 24 hours in the
hopes they'll quit for good.
¢ Danco Builders was hired to construct a retention wall on the east
side of City Hall.

Wherever you hail from originally, The Lumberjack can let
the folks know what's going on at
HSU for you. Just $7 per semester, $12 for the whole year. Call
826-3259 for information.

Self-Serve
NU PTOnEPICOSB
Come into Kinko's today and use
one of our self-service Macintosh®
computers.

kinko-s
the copy center
1618 G Street, Arcata 822-8712
2021 Sth Street #C, Gureka 445-3334

}

Pacific Rim
Computers
Computer
to Meet

Systems
Your

Needs

Designed

Today

for the Future

MEXICAN FOOD
FOR HERE OR TO GO

PRC 20MHz 386SX
Choice of Case w/200W PS
1MB RAM Expandable to 8MB
40MB IDE Hard Drive
Choice of Floppy Drive

Vegetarian or Meat
eSierra Nevada & Anchor Steam on Tap

2 Serial/1 Parallel/1 Game Port
101 Enhanced Keyboard
14" VGA Greyscale Graphics
12MB of Software w/ Each System

-eAnchor Steam Porter & Anchor Steam Wheat

November
Tuesdays
Ri

10th & I St., Arcata in the Seely Titlow Building

Call For More Info

822-7411

Francine
Allen
854 Oth Street

1 5

The best way
to write home.

Council approves taxi rate hike
by Jeff Traverso
LUMBERJACK STAFF
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Arcata

*

822-3441

(under the blue awning between H & I Streets)
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Today's
PEACE CORPS
Has Something
for You...

AMERICANS have a proud tradition of people
helping people — a tradition you can share in the

United States Peace Corps.

You'll live and work

for two years in one of more than 70 countries
worldwide. And, your work will pay you back.

Consider these competitive benefits. . . .
eM
eM iam erie
eeoaaree
aa
TRAE Se TS
@ student loan deferment, partial Perkins loan
cancellation, and academic credit programs
® transportation overseas & back, vacation &
travel, and medical care

Peace Corps on Campus Next Week...
Mon. & Weds.
Tues. & Thurs.
Nov. 26 & 28
Nov. 27 & 29
12:00 - 2:00pm
11:00 - 1:00pm

Information Table:

Student Quad

Student Quad

Fri. Nov. 30
9:00 - 4:00pm
Kate Buchanan Rm.
"

Film shows throughout the week hosted by former volunteers. Also, Potluck Dinner with
former Peace Corps volunteers. For
more information and a
listing of events call Jodie Ellis at (707) 826-3342.

For an application or more information call Jodie Ellis at (707) 826-3342

SENIORS APPLY NOW!
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Much ado about mushrooms
Fungi fair features diversity, beauty of 300 different species
by William French
LUMBERJACK STAFF
What could be more magical than
mushrooms?
Last Sunday the Humboldt Bay Mycological Society held its 10th annual
mushroom fair.
Approximately 300 different species
of local fungi were displayed, along
with lichen to slime mold.
About 600 visitors took advantage of
the opportunity to see, smell and touch
the rare collection, which was only displayed for one day.
The specimens were collected on Friday and Saturday by HBMS members
in various regions of the county insmall
hes th The classification took place
turday afternoon and evening.
“Mostofoursamplesare from coastal
ions, because there has been more
rainfall there.
The mountains have been
comparatively dry,” said HSU graduate student and HBMS member
Coleman McCleneghan.
McCleneghan explained the specimens were arranged taxonomically —
according to genus and species— rather
than by the habitat in which each one
was found. This provided the opportunity to display similar species side by
side, as well as making it easier to set up
the displays.
Joann Olson, chairwoman of the fair,

a.

ny

PHOTO BY HOLLY HAMMOND

Judi Paul, a foreign languages secretary at HSU, and her son, Gabriel
Franchon, visit the mushroom fair at Redwood Acres to become familiar
with mushrooms from the spruce forest near their home.

said the lack of rain this year has limited
the number of available specimens.
Though past fairs had more specimens,
it was still a formidable assortment —
even some species that had never been
displayed at previous fairs. “This
proves that even in a dry year we have
lots of mushrooms,” Olson said.
Many edible mushrooms were on
display, but there were no samples of
fungal delicacies to be tasted. Olson
explained that that poses several problems. Identification of mushrooms is
quite difficult, and the possibility of
somebody succumbing toan unknown
allergy or eating a misidentified bite of

fungus makes it too risky.
Tim Burke, a graduate student at
HSU, stressed the importance of
knowing exactly what you're eating
before you eat it. This was reiterated
through the day, and could probably
be called the golden rule of mycology.
This year’s fair featured a specimen
of psilocybe cyanescens, a mushroom
which has a psychedelic effect when
eaten. The specimen was displayed next
to its deadly look-alikes conocybe
filiaris and galerina autumnalis, the
species most often mistaken for
“magic” mushrooms in this region.
Though the psilocybe mushrooms
are illegal to possess, Burke explained

the fair can keep samples legally because they are part of an educational
display.
HSU biology professor Jim Waters
and his wife Virginia, also a biologist,

are interested in fungi mainly for their
aesthetic qualities. He explained while
most HBMS members begin their interest in mushrooms for culinary pur-

poses, the beauty and diversity of fungi
soon takes over as the main draw.
“There are many beautiful colors,
textures in fungi, and they make an
important biological contribution to the
forest ecology,” Waters said.
The Waters displayed several species of smaller mushrooms, some so

small a microscope was needed to get a
good look. To the naked eye, the smallestones simply looked like white specks
on a wet leaf. Under the microscope,
the specks were revealed as verv tiny,
perfectly formed mushrooms.
They also had a number of mush-

rooms which were inhabited by insects. One contained the larvae of a fly
which only lays its eggs in that particular kind of mushroom. Another was
home to tiny mites.

HBMS conducts fungi forays on the
second Sunday ofeach month. For more
information contact George Verback at
822-1910.

Geology student finds new clues to past
“A stromatolite
isa geologic structure
made out of alternating layers of algae
and sand. So you have a layer of algae,
which traps sand, and more algae and
more sand, and you geta lotofconcentric

by Tom Prete
SCIENCE EDITOR
The world is often wildly different
from the way you think itis, as Russell
Shapiro found out.
“It’s like finding out dinosaurs
walked backwards or something,”
said the geology junior.

lines building up,”

form when algae

growing on the surface of arock “either
trap or make their own sand. It serves
two pu
:it makes a shell to protect

For the past several years, Shapiro
has been studying stromatolites, hard
domes of eo cemented ie
blue-green algae or cyano’
in the Bahamas.

Shapiro said.

Hesaid stromatolites

)

(the algae) from grazing animals and it
also enables it to grow up...and catch
more sun(light).”
Geologists are interested in modern
stromatolites primarily for the purpose

of using them to determine what the
earth was like in the time when
stromatolites were the predominant
form of life —a period which covers six
sevenths of the existence of the earth,
according

to Ken

Aalto,

Shapiro’s

adviser and professor of geology at

HSU.

“During the Precambrian, which
encompassed 4.6 billion to 1 billion
years ago, roughly, they were the only
form of life on earth leaving fossils,”

Shapiro

said.

they form in so that we can better
interpret the rock record. You look
at 3 billion years of the earth and this
is the only thing you have to indicate
the environment, — they’re pretty
important.”
tromatolites “suffered a demise
in the last 600 million years because
animals evolved, especially snailtype animals, that eat blue-green
algae,” Aalto said.
e importance of fossil and

reimportant to us nowadays
as
we look

at what sortof environments

Please see Bahamas, page 19
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Prof finds way to save solar energy for rainy day
si.

LUMBERJACK STAFF
HSU Professor Peter Lehman is
working on a system for saving solar
energy for a rainy day.
The three-part system, which will
power the aquarium oxygenation
equipment at the Telonicher Marine
Laboratory in Trinidad, consists of an
array of solar panels, an electrolyzer
and a fuel cell.
The solar panels turn sunlight into
electricity and the electrolyzer uses the
electricity to split water into hydrogen
and oxygen.
The fuel cell converts the oxygen and
hydrogen fuel back into electricity when
the sun isn’t shining.
The system should allow the marine
lab’s oxygenationequipment to operate
almost entirely independent of Pacific
Gas & Electric.
“We've designed the storage system
so it will get through most cloudy
periods,” Lehman, an environmental

resources engineering professor, said.
“There will probably be some times
during the year when we will run out of
hydrogen. In that event we will switch
back to PG&E.”
The solar panels will generate about
8 kilowatts, or 8,000 watts, when the

sun is shining.
The oxygenation equipment requires
about 750 watts, so on sunny days the

eee

Marino’s Club

xygenation
uipment
to aquarium

Fuel cell

GRAPHIC BY SCOTT FLODIN

unleaded gasoline to become the
redominant transportation fuel in

Humboldt County, and this indicates

the difficulty in switching fuel types.
Lehman thinks there are good
reasons why hydrogen from solar

energy, at twice the cost of gasoline,

would be competitive as a fuel.
“The things that are not in the:
economic equation are damage to the:
environment and strategic difficulties

in using petroleum, suchas
we are now
facing in the Middle East,” Lehman

said. “If those things are added in, the
costs are certainly closer.
“Photovoltaic electricity right now
costs about a factor of two and a half

more than electricity from PG&E, with

none of the externalities added in.
“When you add in the cost of local air
pollution, global air pollution and the

cost of keeping a military presence in

asks

the Middle East, they are certainly
much

Are You Studying

“The cost of petroleum is increasing
and the cost of photovoltaic electricity
is decreasing. So there will come a time
when they meet, if they haven’t
already.”

Laytonville.”

Seiler said it took 15 years for

see

Too Hard?
$1.00 Study Break Specials!
Every Monday through Wednesday
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Solar-hydrogen storage system

by Eric Renger

remaining energy will be diverted to —E
the electrolyzer for hydrogen
production.
The hydrogen storage tank has a
capacity of 1,000 gallons.
olar panel 4
On cloudy daysand during the night
the fuel cell will use the stored hydrogen
and oxygen to produce electricity to
ydrogen gas
power the oxygenation equipment.
storage
Construction on the system began in
May and Lehman expects it to be
producing hydrogen in a few months ,
with the system fully operational by
TT
Renee r
Oxygen
gas
summer.
storage
Assisting Lehman in the project are
Charles
Professor
engineering
Chamberlin and engineering students
Gian Pauletto, Tim Murphy and Ron Reid.
Thecompleted system will cost about
$175,000. Funding comes from a grant
he said.
from L. W. Schatz, who endowed HSU
“By making a much larger system,
with $800,000 and a 385-acre tree farm
by being able to buy in bulk, and
and
.
in 1987.
being
able to modularize components,
The price may seem a little high, but
I think the cost could be brought down
as Lehman points out, “this is a
significantly.
prototype system. It is significantly
“If I could show that hydrogen is
more expensive than it would be if it
twice as expensive as gasoline is now,
were mass-produced.”
which is still less than some Europeans
Lehman has plans for similar projects
are paying for gasoline, that would be
in the future which will serve as steps
enough to really promote a change
toward possible mass production.
towards using hydrogen as an energy
“I think th: next step is a pilot-sized
vector in our society.”
system, which is probably 100 to 500
Jim Seiler, vice president of Humboldt
times larger. And the goal would be to
Petroleum,
thinks the cost of hydrogen
demonstrate cost effectiveness, which
will have to be brought much closer to
this (marine lab system) does not do,”
the cost of gasoline to be practical as a
transportation fuel. “Americans pay a
lot of attention to their pocketbooks,”
he said.
Seiler added a hydrogen distribution
system would have to be established.
“Establishing a distribution system
would be an immense undertaking.
And it’s important. If you took off for
San Francisco in your hydrogen car
you wouldn’t want to run out in

$5.95
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Bahamas
¢ Continued from page 17

they’re 20 feet underwater and it’s
normal salinity and furthermore they
are angled, but they’re not angled into

modern stromatolites to forming
models for ancient evironments on
earthis highlighted by noting that until
the discovery of stromatolites in the
Bahamas in 1985, the only known place
they were found in the modern era was
in a “hypersaline, intertidal” bay in
Australia.

— which is very different,” Shapiro
said.
In addition, geologists had assumed
— since the only known living
stromatolites were found in areas with
little wave or current activity — that
such conditions were required for all
stromatolites from the past to the

“So people, for years, — this was in
the ‘60s — were saying ‘Whenever you
find a fossil stromatolite, this area was
anintertidal hypersaline area,” Shapiro
said.
And models for the levels of the
earth’s oceans were created using the
assumption
that
where
fossil
stromatolites were found, there had
been an intertidal hypersaline
environment for them to grow in.
“Another thing is that, in Australia,

the stromatolites are growing into the
sun,’ Shapiro said.

So researchers assumed that since

The discovery of stromatolites in the
Bahamas under the conditions they
were found in “threw off the whole
model people had been using,” Shapiro
said.
As a result, though old models and
theories have been shown to be invalid,
there has not been enough study to
adequately modify the old models.
“What (the discovery of the
stromatolites from the Bahamas) tells
“When I entered the game, it was
right after these were discovered and it
was like coming across a canvas that
hadn’t been painted yet. So where do
we start?
“Well, we had nowhere to start from

because everything that was in the
literature was false.
“Since that time, in the past four or
five years, we’ve been basically adding
to our model. Yes, some ancient

stromatolites

are like (those in)

DELNORTE
PICTURE
in the

life of Del

Norte

RUSSELL SHAPIRO
junior, geology

Australia, but some are like the
Bahamas. So we're learning.”
Shapiro said he first became interested
in stromatolites through Robert Dill, a
geologist who specializes in submarine
canyons. “When I was in San Diego, in
highschool, I did a study on submarine
canyons off San Diego and I hooked up
with Bob Dill that way.”
I worked with him and the Army
Corps of Engineers for a couple of years
and then he said, ‘Well, why don’t you
come to the Bahamas and see this other
thing I’m working on?’ I went and
visited and it blew me away. I decided
I was going to start working there.
“So it was Bob Dill that got me
interested. It was Bob Dill’s way of
teaching, actually.”

Shapiro explained that he sees
teaching in the field of geology moving
in two directions.
One uses laboratory and computer
models to help students better
undertand the prevailing theories
which have been developed by other
geologists.
The other branch puts less emphasis
on the study of accepted theoriesbut
encourages students to come up with
their ownevaluations of geologic forms
and phenomena.
“I remember when I went to the
Bahamas,” Shapiro said, “I asked (Dill),

‘What should] read before! go?’ and he
said, ‘Don’t read adamned thing.’ He
said, ‘Go and look at it and then read.’
I think that helped.”

GE

Ss

day

coming across a
canvas that hadn’t
been painted yet. »

strong currents.

us is we don’t know,” Shapiro said.

A

the game, it was like

In
the
Bahamas,
however,
stromatolites flourish in areas with

were also angled into the sun.
Then they assumed that since “the
fossil stromatolites are all angled 37
sun was, so the continent must have
been” oriented a particular way.
From these assumptions some
geologists speculated about the
arrangement of the continental and
oceanic plates of the earth’s crust.
“But the ones iun the Bahamas are
different because they’ re not intertidal,

.
\ \ hen I entered

present.

fossil stromatolites are alsoangled, they

degrees west of north, that’s where the

:

the sun, they’re angled into the current
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On Friday, Oct. 13, 1989 amateur and
professional photographers capturedon
film a day in the life of Del Norte County
— the energy of its people at work and
play, the serenity of the countryside. The
result is a book — a visual time capsule,

published by Humboldt State University
— of the best 140 photographs chosen

from 800 submitted prints. This visual
time capsule is available by mail order
for just $14 (including postage). Only
1,000 copies of this remarkable book

were printed, so order yours today.

Or, for $22, receive both “Picture Del

Norte” and “The people, places and
events of Humboldt County,” a book
about a similar project completed in

1987. Gifts? We'll gladly ship for you.

Ordered by
Address

ey

Address

City

)

Telephone (

State ____ Zip

City

)

Check or money order enclosed

Qqy
Wee,

Mail your order to:

Joumalism Dept, HSU, Arcata, CA 95521

Expected delivery date December, 1990

State___. Zip

EACH

TOTAL

514° Picture Del Norte
Picture Del Norte &
Humboidt County Edition
TOTAL DUE:

The Lumberjack
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efforts to enrich programs at HSU are to be commended.
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North Coast shines onbig screen
Director brings
locally shot film
to Arcata for
world premiere

a
A

by P.J. Johnston

CURRENTS EDITOR

When Harvey Keith laughs about the
cutthroat, money-conscious world of
Hollywood, his voice sounds only halfwhimsical.
“There’s an old adage out here that
says it’s not enough to succeed in
Hollywood...your best friend has to
fail,” the 40-year-old filmmaker said.
“Well, that’s not how I feel about it.”
Keith, who will arrive in Arcata to-

night forthe U.S. premiereof his second
feature film, “Jezebel’s Kiss,” spoke in

a contemptuous (which is not to say
bitter) voice about the entertainment
industry.
“It’s not that there aren’t good
le
here, smart

ple,” Keith sal

th a

Tuesday night phone interview from
his home in Los Angeles. “It’s just that
you’ve got to cut through the dozens of
guys who
don’t care about anything
but money, the guys who’ve never

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE UNION

Harvey Keith, who directed the
“sexy film noir” in Humboidt
County last year, will be on hand
at tonight’s premiere.

heard of someone like Fellini.”
Keith’s Jewish New

Yorker’s alto

takes a sudden twist toward soprano
when he hits the name of the famed
Italian film director, one of Keith’s

options bought onall of them,” he said.
“And of course, they always want to
bring in another big time, established
director to do them.
“Sometimes you have to make the
choice between taking their money and
losing control of your movie, or biting
the bullet and doing it yourself,” he
said.

biggest heroes and influences — most
of whom are European.
“Fellini, Kurosawa, Beineix, Godard

— these are the kind of directors who
move me. And I think if you look at the
visual style of

‘Jezebel,’ you can see

that,” Keith said.
Indeed, Keith’s movie, the longawaited result of Hollywood’s first
major production in HumboldtCounty,
promises to reflect the director’s avant-

Still, Keith, who

COURTESY OF THE ARCATA THEATER

garde, anti-blockbuster sensibilities.

Set in the fictitious coastal town of

Russian newcomer Kathrine Barresse, shown here in the promotional art

“Faberson Beach,” the movie sets its

for the film, stars in the title role of “Jezebel’s Kiss.” The film, which was
shot In Trinidad and other North Coast locations, will have its worid

torrid tale of sex, greed and vengeance

against a Trinidad Bay backdrop. The
movie was shot on a tight budget in
four weeks last year at locations like

Old Town Eureka and Moonstone
Beach, and stars Malcom

McDowell

(“A Clockwork Orange”), Meredith

Baxter-Birney (“Family Ties”) and
newcomer Kathrine Barresse.

“It’s really about one young womans
revenge, her sexual power and the

elaborate trap she sets up for her victims,” Keith said of the movie, which
was filmed from his original script.
Keith said he scouted locations up

and down the western United States,
and even in the Florida Keys, before

deciding that Trinidad and other scenic
North Coast spots were the perfect

premiere in Arcata tonight.

match for his “dark, sexy film noir.”
“Once I saw the place, I knew it was
perfect,” Keith said, adding that
tonight’s premiere will be his way of
“saying thank you to this community,
and to all the people who lended a
hand on the project.”
Keith is scheduled to speak at about
the film before tonight's screening at
the Arcata Theater, where the movie

will have a week-long run.

“Jezebel's Kiss,” which was produced
for RCA-Columbia, will not enjoy wide
release in this country, for reasons Keith
chose not to explain—other
than “that’s
just how things work here sometimes.”

Instead, the film will be distributed in
several foreign markets and on home

video.

“It’s all right. I’m not making ‘Total
Recall’ here. This is a movie with a
million, a million-and-a-half budget.
The important thing to me was that I
made the

Keith said.

movie I wanted to make,”

Artistic integrity and Hollywood
moviemaking don’t always go hand in
hand, Keith said, and from the impression his smiling voice gives over

the phone, you’d be surprised if they
ever did.
“I’ve written 17 scripts and had the

came

to the West

Coast from his native Brooklyn only 10
years ago, admits he has had “pretty
good success.”
Originally a painter and a writer,
Keith began his directing career in 1983
when he casually agreed to direct a
Twisted Sister video, “We're NotGonna

Take It,” which is now, in the limited

scope of the music video world, considered a classic.
From associations in the Twisted
Sister production he landed anassistant
director position on the 1985 movie,
“Volunteers,” which starred Tom
Hanks and John Candy.
Although “Volunteers” was far from
being a hit, Keith’s role in its making
left him well-connected enough to find
backing for his own project, “Mondo
New York,” astrangecultmoviesprung
from one of Keith’s own screenplays,
which by now had come to form the
Please see Kiss, next page
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Kiss

fine title-role performance in
“Jezebel,” which was “a project created for Kathrine.”
Keith's voicestrikes another slightly
off-key note at the mention of
Barresse. But if there are any romantic skeletons his closet, the feisty

* Continued from previous page

basis of his income.
“MondoNevw York” was something
of a breakthrough for the director.
The movie held sway with subterranean audiences at the same time it
grabbed the attention of mainstream
critics and international audiences.
In bringing “Jezebel’s Kiss” to fruition, Keith built upon the avant-garde
foundations of
“Mondo” — “It’s really
a small-scale movie. It’s for art houses
and places like that” — while testing
the waters of his burgeoning success.

filmmaker that door tightly shut.

Keith’snext project might just blow
the lid on his creative operations. He
plans to begin filming another original story in the Soviet Union next
spring. The movie, still untitled, will
explore the Russian underworld, “a
sort of ‘Mondo Moscow.”
Keith said the movie was inspired
by Barresse, a Moscow native, but he
would not elaborate. Instead, he
characterized the project by his fervor for international travel and his
desire to explore the homeland of his:
grandparents through his art.

For example, Keith found that working with famed actors like McDowell,

rather than intimidating the young
moviemaker, challenged him.

“It wasn’t a matter of telling them
what to do. It was more, we worked
together to find the intention of each
scene,” he said. Keith explained that
“finding the intention” involved, to
different extents with differentactors,
finding the most expressive and natural way of translating the script to the
sc.een.
“Malcom and Meredith were great.
They were doing it because they

“I was going to do it this winter,”

he laughed, “but if the Russian winter beat Napolean and it beat Hitler, I
figured it'd beat me.”
In the meantime, Keith will continue his daily

screenwriting,

which

has sustained
him during
hard times these last few years.

i

“The secret to success in this businessis hard work,” hesaid. “Somany
people want to believe in the glamor-.

wanted to do this kind of movie
— a

small movie, an artistic movie. Obviously, they weren’t
their normal amounts of money. It was a labor
of love,” Keith said.

ous image of Hollywood. You've

to remember, each studio renee
5,000 scripts a weeks —a week! Think
of the odds.

Keith acknowledged that Barresse
required more activeness on his part

got

“So I’ve been at it for seven years,

and I’vemade twafilms. That's pretty

as director, since “she was the newcomer.” He said the two cultivated a

good. I’m still clawing, you od,
still out there knocking on doors.”

‘Curse’ a shocking,
powerful experience

by Shelley Laveroni

Play review
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drama. Starring Geof Wander, Ronnie Clark,
Lisa Gayton and Kristi Webster. Written by

sitting on the floor and in the aisles,
waiting to see the three-act play by

Sam Shepard. Directedby Marsha Bernstein.
(Playing at the Studio Theater in the Theater

actor and playwright Sam Shepard.

Arts Building.)

ie play — which continues tonight
h Sunday ini the Studio Theater
way
—
| ut a poor, hopeless American
family, the Tates, who live on an avo-

Evaluation (out of four): kK * *
who fights his mother’s plans to sell
everything. Clark’s performance imroves as the play moves along, and
fe’ ’s at his best when carrying on with
Wander. Together they represent both
the cause and the cure for “the curse.”
The daughter, played by LisaGayton,
is totally disgusted with her family and
wants to run away to Mexico and be-

cado ranch somewhere in the desert of
Southern California.
Weston, the father played by Geof
Wander, is an alcoholic who leaves the
ranch forlong2) Sige
ontimeand gives

no warning of hi

Wander plays a good drunk but
comes on much stronger when his
character sobers up. He is particularly
convincing in the third act when he
tells a sheep (a real one) a gross story
about feeding lamb testicles
to an
eagle
he admired. In this scene Wander

come a mechanic. Gayton does a good
job playing a strange character.

The play opens up with Wesley in the

to create compassion rather

kitchen (the only room we see) picking
up the pieces to the front door his father
knocked in the night before. His mother

Thonther, Emma, played
by Kristi
Webster, wants to sell the house and

comes in and puts bacon on the stove.
The smell of bacon permeates the
small Studio Theater at this point, and

ep

land so she can travel to Europe.
I became distracted by the grumbling I
Webster's performance is highlighted - realized was coming from my stomach.
by her frank dialogueon taboo subjects,
A lot of the action in “Curse of the

from sexual relations to tampons. She

Starving Class” involves family quar-

gives the static role substance.
Ronnie Clark plays the son, Wesley,

Ae

Sth &G

“Curse of the Starving Class”: Family

“Curseof the Starving Class” opened

' Please see Curse, page 24
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Van Duzer Theatre

THE
MIGHTY
DIAMONDS

From the
Reggae
SunSplash -

and Reggae On

© The River

S4QstUDENTS

$12/GENERAL

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15

“Pass the ®

Kutchie (On The
Left Hand Side)”

8:00PM

Ly —
Van Duzer Theatre

S@sTUDENTS

$10/GENERAL

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30 8:00PM

“Loud, Plowed
and... Live!”

Tickets on sale at the University Ticket Office (for all student tickets), Nelson Hall East;
The New Outdoor Store, Arcata; and The Works, Eureka
More information
call 826-4411
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Reggae history
traced from ’20s
to the present
by P.J. Johnston
CURRENTS EDITOR
The musical form we now know as reggae began in the
Caribbean Islands in the 1920s.
Island performers originally sang cheerful, tropical and
often contentious folk songs in the Caribbean dialects of the
islands of Jamaica, Tobago and Trinidad. Trinidad was the
major exporter of this off-shoot of calypso music, which
eventually turned to English lyrics as American record
labels began taking interest in the music in the pre-World
War II era.
As the post-World War II years progressed, musicians
from Jamaica began combining the steel pan music and
calypso styles of the Trinidad sound with a native “mento”
folk beat, which involved a combination of South African
styles and Nigeria’s percussion-heavy “highlife” music.
By the mid-’50s, Jamaican bands were expanding the list
of ingredients in this musical jumbo, remaking U.S. rhythm
and blues hits in the evolving style. From this process
emerged ska music, which combined R&B, beat generation

PHOTO COURTESY OF FAST LANE PRODUCTIONS

The Mighty Diamonds — Donald Shaw, Lloyd
Fergueon and Fitztroy Simpson — bring

their reggae hits to Van
Thursday night.

Duzer

jazz and Jamaican folk music.

Theater

Ska launched a major music industry in Jamaica, called the

Sound System, which spread its influence throughout the
Third World through the frenetic activities of competing
Jamaican disc jockeys.
Ska spread to London by the early ‘60s, where it became
heavily influenced by the funky jazz of organist Jimmy

The Mighty Diamonds

Smith and sax man Lou Donaldson. By the time Ska adorned

Reggae greats bring time-tested act to HSU
by Drew Schultz

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Like their name implies, the
Mighty Diamonds are a time-

tested and enduring group.

The21-year-old
,
which performs at Van Duzer

Theatre Thursday night, is famous for sweet, soulful harmonies.
The Diamonds achieved
stardom on their own terms:
wra
a militant message
into some of the most

sive melodies. Despite international popularity,
the group

has not forgotten its roots,
which come
the cultural
mix of Jamaica where harsh
ghetto realities blend with irresistible
i
Formed
in
1969,
in
Trenchtown, Jamaica, the

washty Diamonds consists of
Donald Shaw Sed Dia-

rap

Diamond),

ihe

and

udge

Fitztroy

Simpson (Bunny Diamond).
The group’s first recording,
“Girl You're Too Young,” was
made at Dynamic Studios in
1970. Three years later the band

released the classic reggae hit,
“Shame and Pride.”
By the end of 1973,
ne
inthe Third Worldand beyond
was talking about the young
reggae group with the Motown
sound and the on-stage antics
reminiscent of the Four Tops.
In 1976, the Diamonds made

a string of hits, earning
them
their firstoverseas
trip. The first
show was such a success a U.S.
tour with legendary Toots and
the Maytals was at
In the same year

monds also landed their first
recording contract, signing
with Virgin Records. This association lasted four years and

produced four albums.

For the next two years, the

Diamonds’ career wasin limbo
until they met Gussie Clarke,

end of the decade, Jamaican artists were already incorpo-

rating anew, emphasized rhythm section featuring a prominent, down-stroking bass and a rhythmical, resounding

one of Jamaica’s top producers. They recorded the album

guitar.

“Changes,” which included the

international hit “Pass the
Kutchie.” The Mighty Diamonds and Gussie Clarke became a winning team.

A new generation of musical talent emerged in Jamaica at
the turn of thedecadeand, artists ascribing themselves to the
“reggae” label were scoring hits on U.S. and worldwide
charts. Desmond Dekker and the Aces’ “Israelites” (1969)

thrilled audiences at the
Reggae Sunsplash concerts for
over a decade.
In 1989 the group went on

(1970) were the most prominent.
Throughout the’70s, beginning perhaps with Paul Simon’s
1971 hit “Mother and Child Reunion,” major American and
British artists began incorporating reggae into their music.
Eric Clapton even reached number one in the United States
on Europein 1974 with his coverof Bob Marley’s “IShot the

The Mighty

and Jimmy Cliffs “Wonderful World, Beautiful People”

Diamonds has

the road to
promote its live
album “Get
y” with aprances in Japan, Canada,
bwe, Israel, Greece and
the United States. Anew album
is scheduled for release this
winter.

Dia-

itself with the likes of the trombone and trumpet, toward the

Theband
made its Humboldt
County debut in August,
headlining at the annual
Reggae on the River festival
outside Garberville.
The Mighty Diamonds’ HSU

:

heriff.”
Before his death in 1981, Marley succeeded more than any

other artist in spreading reggae’s success around the world

and, perhaps more significantly, in solidifying the musical
form’s reputation for political, social and spiritual activism.
Inrecent years, reggae has been characterized by a stream-

lining of the music’s diverse roots into a more modern age.

Synthesizers, keyboards and the use of novel instruments
have now come into the scene. Rap has also exerted a major

influence on reggae, and artists like Shinehead and Pato
Banton have capitalized on the union.

performance will begin at 8

p.m. Thursday. Tickets
are $12

general, $10 for students.
H.1.P.

HSU

journalism sophomore Aaron Maltz provided the research

for this story.
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Celtic duo brings diverse tradition,
variety of instruments to Arcata

Curse
¢ Continued from page 22

|

rels, which take center stage in the Tate household, and

by P.V. Reynolds

recurring references to anatomy and food.

_LUMBERJACK STAFF

Atone point Wesley sees his mother’s drawings of chicken

anatomy and, when she walks out of the room, he urinates
on them. Such striking behavior runs throughout the play,
capitalizing on shock value and taking precedence over the
mundane dialogue.

The Celtics are coming to
town.

No, HSU’s basketball team
hasn't embarked on a masochisticexperimentin mismatched
might.
Musicians Mickey Zekley
and Elizabeth Clarkarecoming
to Arcata this week to re-ani-

Two actors worth mentioning are Charles Thomas, who

plays the cop, and Greg Maeching, who plays a bar owner.
Thomas is as relaxed and convincing as a good cop should
be. And Maechling’s bad humor loosens up the tension in
the play and allows the audience to relax.
“Curse of the Starving Class” is recommended for those
who like something a little different (and don’t mind seeing
a nude male and a lamb in the same room together). The
small theater provides an intimacy which enhances the
audience’s experience.
Although there are times when the nudity and shock
treatment overbear the play’s underlying themes — which
verty, domestic violence and hopeless" revolve around
ness — the HSU production of Shepard's play leaves the
viewer touched deeply.

mate Celtic music which, ac--

cording to Zekley, has been
“lost in the myths of history.”
Zekley, in a telephone interview from Mendocino, said
music is vital to the Celtic culture, which encompasses the
ancient histories of Irish, Scot-

tish, Welshand Gaelic peoples.

“Their culture is much like
Mexico’s. There’s always an
instrument in every house that
someone plays to one degree
or another,” Zekley said.
The Celtic duo utilizes a wide
variety of instruments ranging
from the familiar — such as
bagpipes, flutes and penny
whistles — to the not-so-familiar likes of Irish citterns,

hammer dulcimersand double
flageolets.
“The hammer dulcimer is a
magical-sounding instrument...it looks like the Stealth
Bomber with strings,” Zekley
said.
Zekley was inspired to start
his music career in 1970 when
he heard two accordion players perform. “I thought, ‘I'd
give anything to play with
them.’”
Zekley befriended the musicians and traveled with them
for a couple of years, playing
the flute. As the years passed
he acquainted himself with
more instruments.
“(Elizabeth and I) have been

It’s one of those plays that take a while to recover from,

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE HUMBOLDT FOLKLIFE SOCIETY

Mickey Zekley and Elizabeth Clark will play traditional and
original Celtic music Saturday at Casa de Que Pasa.
playing a year-and-a-half together but we’ ve been told that
it sounds like we’ve been
playing over many lifetimes,”
he said.
The pair has just recently
produced an all-instrumental
album, “Fiona’s Folly.” Clark
and Zekley have composed 15
original songs in the Celtic
tradition, some of which can
be heard on the album.
Zekley operates a music store
in Mendocino called “Lark in
the Morning.” The store, which
is named after an Irish jig,
specializes in Irishinstruments.
When they’re not busy with
the business, Zekley pursues a
music degree at Sonoma State
University and Clark teaches
British dancing.

“Mickey (Zekley) has been
one of the more well-known
Celtic musicians on the West
Coast,” Ziminsky said.

of the Arcata concert, has seen
Zekley play five times, once
with Clark.

de Que Pasa. Admission is $7

Ziminsky,

but hours after leaving the theater, you’re still contemplating its messages.

an undeclared

sophomore at College of the
Redwoods, said the musicians

complement each other. As a
beginning Irish flute player,
Ziminsky said he has “a real
strong interest” in Zekley and
Clark’s music.
“It’s good to see an original,
accomplished Irish flute player,
There’s not that manyof them,”
he said.
“Celtic is very deep music
that reaches into roots, touching places inside you didn’t
know you had,” Zekley said.
“It evokes emotion.”
Clark and Zekley will
perfoun hatuNlapaey nancenie ian

George Ziminsky, organizer

general, $6 for Humboldt
Folklife Society members.

ARCATA

PHOTO COURTESY OF

Ronnie

Clark

plays the son, Wesley

THE

Tate,

in Sam

Shepard's “The Curse of the Starving Class,” playing
tonight through Sunday in the Studio Theater.
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Baking with ‘Peaks’ and Pranksters
One of “Mama Stone’s
Famous Psycheuwelic
Cookies” is shown at
left. The good Mama
presented a sampling of
her baked goods to
author and LSD pioneer
Ken Kesey recently,
when he and his Merry
Band of Pranksters
made a stop in
Stockton on their way
to the Smithsonian
Museum.

by P.J. Johnston

CURRENTS EDITOR

OPENING LINE: When | dropped
down to the Central Valley this past
week to do my thing at the ballot box, I
found to my chagrin that I’d missed a
visit from Ken Kesey and his Merry
Band of Pranksters.
horts — whose 1964 cross-country acid
trip was mythologized by Tom Wolf in

the “The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test”
— had come through my valley
hometown to give speeches and sell
books before heading east for Washington.

The Pranksters’ vehicle of choice, you
see — a multi-colored ’60s bus called
“Further” — was on its way to a place
in posterity at the Smithsonian Museum.
My good friends, Mama

Stone and

her man, Floyd, were on hand when

Kesey appeared at the University of the
Pacificincentral Stockton that weekend,
and they had a mission.
Mamahad prepared oneof her worldrenowned “Mama Stone’s Famous
Psychedelic Cookies,” whichreputedly
include

a certain

controlled, green

substance (though it’s never been
proven by anyone who wasn’t under
the cookie’s influence).
After Kesey’s “performance”
which involved the telling of tall and

PHOTO

small tales and some readings from his

new book, “Further Inquiry” — Mama

approached the top Prankster himself
at a booksigning table.
“He was sitting there with those

smiling blue eyes,” she later recalled.
“He looked loaded. (In fact, the San
Francisco Examiner reported that Kesey
and friends were a little high at the
Stockton appearance.) He was all red
and smiley.
“Sol went upand said, ‘I baked some

cookies for you.’ He cracked the tin foil
and looked upat me. He asked, ‘Is there
anything I need to know about these?’

3

baked goods, Kesey was whisked away
by an opportunistic journalist (they’re
the worst).
Still, Mama Stone reports that she'll
always be satisfied knowing she shared
her remarkable cookies with the master of psychedelia himself, and that he

TEREST: And finally, let us lay to rest
this other-worldly talk with a nod of
appreciation to David Lynch and the
creators of “Twin Peaks,” who finally,

after two false alarms, revealed the killer

ther, OK...at least that’s who they’re

BY JAYMIE SCOTT

smiled at her. Floyd, on the other hand,
is quietly satisfied knowing that Mama
will continue to share her cookies with
him.

GUESS
DINNER:

WHO’S
And

COMING

TO

sticking with the crime, for now.
I don’t know about you, but I’m
getting sick ofall the trumped-up “Twin
Peaks” hype. I mean, the show ain’t
much more than a lot of moody, unin-

telligible dialogue and

a woman who

while we're in other

can tie a cherry stem with her tongue.

dimensions, have you heard that a new
movie based on the lives of Vincent
and Theo Van Gogh is set to be re-

Now I realize this latter asset places
the nighttime soap squarely above most

leased in big cities on Friday?

Innovatively titled “Vincent and
Theo,” the film was directed by Hollywood outsider Robert Altman, who
brought us “M*A*S*H,” “McCabe and

other TV fare, but Lynchettes would
have you believe audiences are in for

the Second Coming
night at 10.

every Saturday

I’msorry, butafter three or four times,
I just can’t come anymore...

r all your
Your source e fo

auto part needs. Both
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tried to remove
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Special Nov. 16-25

A blend of 3 cheeses: cheddar, provolone
and mozzarella
on our homeade crust.

Unfortunately, it took

Does Your School,
Group or Organization
Need Money?

ASK US POR FREEZING INSTRUCTIONS.

but the outside

reception was already ruined when
PRANCER drank out of the punch bow!!

4th Week Special Nov. 23-30

Murphy's Pizza Fund-

$9.95

Raising Program could
be your answer.

2 Medium Pepperoni Pizzas
Mon.-Sat.
Sun.

ge

“
a

Tt
o

FINEST ingredients... and plenty of them! For example,
we use55 slices of pepperoni on a medium pepperoni

RosSUBSTITUTIONS OR ADDITIONS

is

wt

Murphy's Pizza comes to you piping HOT from your
own oven. At Murphy's we use only the FRESHEST and

11 to9 p.m.
12 to 7 p.m.

In a hurry? Call ahead.
822-8220

Valley West Shopping Center
Arcata
Across from McDonald's
_ North from HSU off hwy. 101

822-4507

1

3

600
F St., Arcata

$9.95

BIRD IN A WIRE before
48 HOURS

ARCATA, CA 95521

Uniontown Shopping Center

2 Large Cheese Pizzas

ANOTHER

become our school’s favorite literary
son, before his untimely death in 1980.
PEAKED (AND DECLINING) IN-

Murphy’s Pizza Take ‘n’ Bake

‘¢

“(VALLEY |°
VIDEO |
Watch the Stars

BETSY'S WEDDING.

loose ends of several Raymond Carver
short stories. Carver, you will remember, was the HSU grad who went on to

But before Mama could discuss the

%

AT WORK

nent, will be Altman’s next project,
“L.A. Short Cuts,” which connects the

multi-dimensional effects and metaphysical ramifications of her beguiling

Conte Out” |

MEN

More interesting, perhaps, to us up
here on the northern edge of the conti-

I said, ‘Of course there is.’”

HI»

o

Mrs. Miller” and “Nashville.”

of lovely Laura Palmer. It was her fa-

The famed author of “One Flew Over

the Cookoo’s Nest” and his hippy co-

25

No Coupon Necessary
We gladly accept food stamps

Murphy's Fundraising Program is a
simple, quick and effective
way to
raise money for your group or organization.
Murphy's is proud to be a member of
this community.
Please call 822-6220 or 725-5391
for further information.
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The best way
to write home.
Wherever you're from, The
Lumberjack can send your
college news home for you.

Just $7 per semester, $12 for

the whole year. Call 826-3259

for information.
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FIND OUT WHERE YOU ARE.
7
THE LUMBERJACK.
EVERY WEEK
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Books °« s22-2834
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extra stuff
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OAGE!
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Lumberjack Classys
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Let us unload that extra baggage for
you. Just $2 for 25 words. Call 8263259 or visit the University ticket
office in Nelson Hall for a form.

ko

NV

NATURE'S CHAOS, with text by

VANISHING PARADISE, THE
TROPICAL RAINFOREST, profuse

ite.

Renee Sa eahee ance sees

James Gleick and photographs by
Eliot Porter, $29.95.
by Kim Stafford and photos by
Gary Braasch, $34.95.

+

10 - 5:30 Sun 11-4

GENS

fi

‘y

as

Mineral Specimens
Crystals for jewelry and crafts
Gemstones:
Ruby, Sapphire, Emerald, etc.

P.O. Box 600

822-5943

Trinidad

677-0906

color photographic illustrations,

$35.
OWLS, THEIR LIFE AND BEHAV-

IOR, with text by Julio de la Torre
and photographs by Art Wolfe, $35.

Classifieds.

ANSEL ADAMS: THE AMERICAN

$2 for

WILDERNESS, a new portfolio of
magnificent black and white
photographs, large format, $100.

25
words

NATIVE AMERICAN ARCHITEC.

TURE, by Peter Nabokov and
Robert Easton, now in a large,

Place ads at the

handsome paperback, $22.50.

University
Ticket Office,
Nelson
Hall East.

RAG

$129.95.

Lumberjack
Only

Mon - SaT

DIA, brand new, revised third
edition, almost 3,000 pages.

ENTERING THE GROVE, with text

Sell your

cf

CRYSTAL BAGS, VESTS,HATS
ON THE PLAZA, ARCATA
INSIDE J ACOBY’S STOREHOUSE

:

$

COSTUMES, PANTS, GOWNS,

2

+
3

Ft
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FOR: T-SHIRTS, SLEEP PILLOWS,

+

822-3450
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tsa

TO DRAPE, TO SEW
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DREAMS ARE MADE IN

B34

Reg. $13.50

VELVET

Open 7 Days a Week

\

987 H St « Arcata

Nal
aunnite
Rent time on our Macintosh™

& LaserWriter” system.

Kinko's
the copy center
1618 G Street, Arcata 822-8712
2021 Sth Street #C, Burexka 445-3334
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Men's cross country hopes for repeat in history

HSU hosts national championships; Walker makes run at individual title

by Dirk Rabdau

SPORTS EDITOR

2888ee
Ene seecccs

The HSU men’s cross country team hopes to begin
the ’90s as it did the ‘80s, with a national championship.
Saturday at Beau Pre Golf Course in McKinleyville

peer
ate ting

oo?
part were

voosececoee

the Lumberjacks will have a chance at their second

title as they host the national championships for the
first time in school history.
Coach David Wells said the prospect of a national
championship does not affect the team’s goals.
“We want them mainly focused on running their
best race and as a by-product of running their best
race what might happen will happen,” Wells said.
The team is coming off a two week layoff since it
took second place in the western regionals held at UC

Riverside Nov. 3.
Wells said the team will need some clutch perfor-

mances to fulfill any hopes for a national championship.

"Chuck Mullane is probably the guy. If anyone is

“emt. 9 9 9s nas
pares

Beau Pre Golf Course

: Driving :
Range’

McKinleyville, Calif.

Men's 10,000 meters - 2 loops

November 17, 1990

3.0 mile | Add dotted line tor

first loop

3.2 mile second loop

4] Steep incline

E]}

Slight incline

[_]

Club

Steep decline

House

Flat

going to be a surprise on our team, if anyone is going
to have a great race above and beyond what was

expected, he is probably going to be the guy,” Wells
said.
Mullane, a junior, finished eighth at the western

regionals.
A poor performance at regionals by sophomore

Rob Scott does not worry Wells.
“Rob Scott got a side ache in the middle of the
(regional) race last week. He was running very well,”

Wells said. “He was in the top 15 at four miles. He

faded in the last couple of miles, way back.
“Rob is not a guy who puts out fantastic efforts
every race like Pete (Oviatt) does,” Wells said. “Pete
puts out a good:strong effort every race. Rob more
picks and chooses when it’s really critical. We focused Robon the national meet this year. Last year we
focused him on the conference championship and he
came through and busted a tremendous race.”

|

GRAPHIC BY SCOTT FLODIN

A map of the men’s course for the division I! national championships to be held Saturday.
stormy weather, Wells said.
@ Regional preview of all the teams attending the division
“It’s funny because it is going to be a bigger advanII cross country championships.
tage
against a west coast team than the east coast
Pages 28, 29 and 30.
teams,” Wells said.
Wells said he is worried about injuries sustained by
Sophomore Oviatt said the hilly course will also
both sophomore Phil Rouse and junior Mitch Brown.
play to the Lumberjacks’ advantage. The men’s course
Rouse hasa leg injury which has been plaguing him
its 10 kilometers while the women’s is 5 kilometers.
all season.
“We love the fact that the second hill is there. Last
Brown injured his hip when he slipped during a year at regionals that is where
we almost won it,”
workout. Wells concedes aggravation of the injury
Oviatt said.

may occur at the nationals, but said
will have a couple of weeks to
season.
Juniors Bill Frampton and Chris
main relatively healthy.
Another factor that could play

it is justified as he
recover after the

Oviatt finished fifth at the western regionals. He

said his goals are more team-oriented than individual.
“Its funny because in a race like this because for the

Hobson both re-

team to do its best,” Oviatt said, “I need to run my

in the race is the

Please see Runners, page 30

Women’s baskeball opens Friday

Coach expects ‘dogfight’ in conference race
of game we will have to play,” Martin

by Dennis D. Perez

LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU women’s basketball posted its

best record ever last season. That could
be a tough act to follow.
But with strong returnees and some

said. “I would like to play a running
game, but we have to go with a slower
pace.”

One reason for the change in playing
style is the loss of key players.
HSU

lost last year’s all-conference

UC Davis and Stanislaus, but Coach

players Kathy Oliver and Cheryl
Fairchild because they have used up
their four years of athletic eligibility.
Oliver and Fairchild were instrumental in keeping the game up-tempo
for last year’s team with 10.9 and 11.7

Pam Martinexpects this season to be an

points per game, respectively.

open contest.

“up-tempo, running type of game”, but
will have to see how the team
progresses.

Fortunately the Lumberjacks will
have two strong returners in junior
Janay Bainbridge and senior Carrie
LaBudde, Martin said.
Last year Bainbridge, a 20-year-old
guard, had 82 steals to become the HSU
all-time leader in steals. Martin expects
her to be the “leading catalyst” for the
defense.
“Janay will be our outside shooter

“At this time it is hard to tell the type

also,” Martin added. Bainbridge aver-

tough newcomers,

that 17-9 overall

mark may be easierto top than it seems.
Last year the Lumberjacks took third
with a 9-5 record in the Northern
California Athletic Conference behind

“This year may be a learning experience for the women,” Martin said of the

season’s
pects. “Davis should be
the strongest
this year, but after that it
will be a big dogfight.”
Martin said she

“n*

is accustomed to an

aged 8.3 points per game last season.
Along with Bainbridge, Martin will
look toward 5-foot-8-inch forward
Lynell Stokes for her defensive abili-

ties.

Last season, 20-year-old Stokes, a

junior physical education major, had

43 steals and averaged 4.3 rebounds
per game.
“Janay and Carrie will be the leaders
on the team this year. They are our
most consistent players,” Martin said.
Marlena Becker, 19, a sophomore
transfer from Pomona Pitzerin Pomona,
said the team “has good unity.” Becker
had tosit out a season because of NCAC
rules regarding transferring athletes.
“We feel confidentas a team,” Becker
said. The 5-foot-10-inch guard said this
is a “special team.”
“The team has good characteristics,
weare united and we push each other,”
she said. “We are excited about this
season— we want to get out there and
play.”

Along with Becker, the Lumberjacks
will also look toward freshmen Anna
Bonomini from Eureka, who will play
guard, and Kristy Oakley from
Pleasanton, will also play guard.
Bonomini was Salinas High MVP and
averaged 11.3 rebounds and 16.5 points
per game last year.
Martin noted Bonomini’s athletic
ability and said she feels that as soon as
Bonomini gets “some court experience”
she will be a major contributor.

Oakley, who was named 1990's
Amador Valley High most outstanding
female athlete, will be an asset on both
defense and offense.
Martin said she expects Oakley to
contain the opposing guards, while
posing a threatasa three-point shooter.
“Everyone one on the team is getting
down the plays. We know we've got to
work together,” she said.
The team will begin play Friday in
the East Gymagainst Southern Oregon
State at 3:30 p.m.
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Wrestlers pin hopes on NCAC titleay
Numerous question marks remain; host tournament Saturd

by Dirk Rabdau
SPORTS EDITOR

°C

After an off-season in which the wrestling team

had a chance to grapple with last season’s failure, the
Lumberjacks are pinning their hopes on the conference championship.
The Jacks’ failure last season came when they blew

ships when he was taken down.

oach (Cheek) called

me a bull in a China shop
(last year). I think I am
becoming more of a
technical wrestler than just a
junk yard dog. 3

a huge lead at the Northern California Athletic

to finish second to Chico
Conference ee
by
personified
feeling among the team was
The e.
Stat

up a folding

Coach Frank Cheek when he picked

Landry, a sophomore life science major, lost within
the final eight seconds of the conference champion-

chair and smashed it against his forehead.

While Cheek said it proved to be one of the most

frustrating experiences of his career, he said he is
optimistic about the coming season.
“I feel we have the best team we have had in five
years,” Cheek said.
“We have some exceptional individuals,” Cheek

you have to look at Luke Parham,” Cheek said.

Parham, an industrial technology junior, finished

second in the conference behind eventual NCAA

champion Matt Blevin of San Francisco State. He
earned a record of 25-11-0 in a season which was
hampered by a shoulder injury.
“Then our next individual who I feel is a mon

man for us is Mike Halket at 167 (pounds),” Chee

said. “Halketis the western regional championNCAA
and league champion. Well, so is Parham. They both
have achieved similar honors. Parham did it as a
freshman and Halket did it last year as a sophomore.”

Lonyx Landry
HSU wrestler

Halket, a biology major, was 25-12-1 last season.
Senior Paul House, at 177 pounds, has a hand
injury from weight lifting. His presence on the floor
is vital as he is the only wrestler at 177 pounds with
collegiate experience.

House recorded an 8-6-0 season last year. The

cs

8:@

freshman from Lancaster, Calif., is the top wrestler in
part by default.
Emanuel Freeman, an undeclared junior who
transferred from San Bernardino junior college, has
been unable to get his weight down to 190 pounds
after coming in at 220 pounds.
Brown remains confident, however, that the team

could finish with three All-Americans.
The ‘Jacks host Western Oregon Thursday at 7 p.m.

Friday it hosts San Francisco State, UC Davis and

job about keeping his weight down and has done a
00d job doing the extra miles running. He was about
ive seconds away from being conference champion
last year. I don’t think he will ever forget that.”

beginning at 9 a.m. It includes Brigham Young University, University of Oregon and division II national
champions Portland State.
All matches will take place in the East Gym.

“At 158 (pounds) Lonyx Landry has done a good

: - Miami Dolphins

Football!

On Saturday HSU hosts the Lumberjack Open

SP
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Happy Hou
M-Th 5-8 p.m. Friday 4-9 p.m.
Bud
Hen ry’s

ufPrices ‘til the End of the Game

75¢ per glass
$3.00 per pitcher

Anchor Steam $1.25 per glass

y go to the track?

$5.00 per pitcher

Bet on

Thursday Special:
Molsen

¢

$y.

on the plaza,
Arcata
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more talent this year but feels it is not yet in the
point.
condition last year’s team was at the same
At no other weight class is that more evident than

Portland State University at 1 p.m.,3 p.m. and 7 p.m.,
respectively.

Inn

s

more of a technical wrestler than just a junk yard
dog.”
"Fhe lower weight classes, Cheek said, have not
been secured. He said its ranks would be decided on
a week-to-week basis.
Assistant Coach Clay Brown said the team has

physical education major was sidelined part of the
year by a neck injury.

the

it

(last year),” preci said. “I think I am becoming

at 190 pounds, where Steve Seher, a special education

said. “In the past, like last year, I don’t think we had

an exceptional individual.
“So if you look at exceptional individuals this year

He said experience has refined his wrestling technique, which gained him a 24-19-0 season.
“Coach (Cheek) called me a bull in a China shop

fio Night!

Golden
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8 p.m. Thursday
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look at the teams participating in the national championships by region
Women

Men

«The Weste

Cal Poly Pomona (Pomona, Calif.)

Rank in nation: 4th

Pomona is led by led by Stephane Franke, a senior
who finished first in the region.

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo (San Luis Obispo, Calif.)
Rank in nation: 2nd
The eight-time defending national champions are
led by Kristina Hand who took second in region.
UC Davis (Davis, Calif.)

Humboldt State University (Arcata, Calif.)
Rank in nation: 6th
See page 27 for preview.

SLO, all five runners finished in top 20.

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo (San Luis Obispo, Calif.)
Rank in nation: 8th
Sophomore Matt Hempel had a poor performance
in the regional (21st place). Were strong all season.

Seattle Pacific University (Seattle, Wash.)
Rank in nation: 8th
Freshman Charlotte Jensen took the regional title
finishing 25 seconds ahead of the next competitor.

Sonoma State (Sonoma, Calif.)
Rank in nation: 9th

Cal State Los Angeles (Los Angeles, Calif.)

Rank in nation: 5th

Finished second at the regional. Like Cal Poly

Fourth in the region, slim chances at a title.

Men
Edinboro University (Edinboro, Pa.)
Rank in nation: 1st
All five runners finished in the top 10 at the regional meet including a one-two finish by seniors
Uriel Rivera and Chris Rauber.

Women
Indiana University (Indiana, Pa.)

The Easte

Rank in nation: 12th

Senior Randy Lowe finished fourth in the region.

Rank in nation: 3rd

U.S. Naval Academy (Annapolis, Md.)
Rank in nation: 4th
Navy hadthe top two runners in the region in
seniors Kathy Fitzpatrick and Marty Shue.

team took a distant second behind Edinboro.

Edinboro University (Edinboro, Pa.)

Shippensburg (Shippensburg, Pa.)
Junior Randy Lowe took third in the regionas the

Rank in nation: 9th
Placed fourth at regionals.

Rank in nation: 7th

Slippery Rock (Slipperry Rock, Pa.)

Rank in nation: 10th
Freshman Eric Laughlin finished seventh as Slippery Rock placed third in the region107 places behind the champions.

Junior Audra Naujokas placed fifth in the region.

Indiana University (Indiana, Pa.)
Rank in nation: 10th
Finished a distant third in the region.

MAP GRAPHICS BY SCOTT FLODIN

LATE NIGHT BITES.

SAFEWAY.
OPEN 24 HOURS
ars)

Congratulations to the
Lumberjack all-conference
“2m first team selections!
Offensive tackle:

Ben Morgon

Tight end:

Subway's got the best tasting subs under the stars. All your favorite
meats piled high on fresh baked bread — topped with free fixin’s.

Want a late night bite? Make it Subway tonight.

1731 G St. (Bottom of HSU Footbridge)

Norman Woods

Wide receiver:
Freeman Baysinger

822-5217

SUB

30"
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Central region st ill remains strong
Mankato State (Mankato, Minn.)

Men
South Dakota State (Brookings,
Rank in nation: 5th
Last year’s national champion.
North Dakota State to win the
senior Craig Cassen who finished

Rank in nation: 16th
SophomoreJason Olsen took fourth as did the team.

S.D.)
It narrowly edged
region. It is led by
second at regionals.

North Dakota State (Fargo, N.D.)
Rank in nation: 7th
;
Senior Doug Hanson leads the team with a firstplace finish in the region. Hanson is the favorite to
win the national title.
Kearney State (Kearney, Neb.)
Rank in nation: 14th
Joe Schumm, a junior, took 10th at the central

region as teamfinshed third.

Augustana (Sioux Falls, S.D.)
Rank in nation: 17th

Juniors Matt Kiesow and Phil Biteler finished third

and sixth, repectively. Team took fifth place in the
central region.

Women
South Dakota State (Brookings, S.D.)
Rank in nation: 1st
Had three runners in the top 10. Led by sophomore
Kiri Johnson who finished third in region.

eCentrale

U.S. Air Force Academy (Colorodo Springs, Colo.)

Rank in nation: 3rd
Seniors Callie Calhoun and Shannen Karpel took
the one and two spots in the region. Calhoun finished
13 seconds ahead of Karpel.

eGreat Lakese

Men
Southeast Missouri (Cape Girardeau, MO.)
Rank in nation: 2nd
Had three runners in the top 10 including regional

championsenior Jum Hearld. He finished 22 seconds

ahead of runner-up.

Southern Indiana (Evansville, Ind.)
Rank in nation: 11th
Finished second in the region well behind Southeast Missouri. Junior Brad Taylor took 12th place at
the regional meet.

Women
Southeast Missouri (Cape Girardeau, MO.)
Rank in nation: 6th
Finished with entire team in the top 20 in the
region including three in the top 10.

¢ Continued from page 27

best. My goal immediately is top 15. If I find myself in
the top 15 I will try for the top 10.”
Oviatt and Wells both said Edinboro State o
Edinboro, Pa., remains the team to beat.
“If they have an average day they will win,” Oviatt
said “But they never had a sixth runner. If one of the
runners goes down it gives us a shot.”
Oviatt said that if the team doesn’t finish in the top
four “we’lllookaround and say, ‘what went wrong?”

Wells said there is little question as to who is the

to nationals on basis of her sixth place finish at
regionals.
“Denise looks like she has a good chance of finishing in the top 25,” Wells said, “and an outside chance
of finishing in the top 15.”

On the team level, Cal Poly San Luis Obispo will

anor to capture its ninth straight national championship.

Dr. Rand R. Ollerton

(Dr. Mark A. Hise

agate

favorite for the men’s title.
“Doug Hansen from South Dakota State should be
the individual champion.” Wells said.
On the woman’s side, Denise Walker was HSU’s
loneentry. As an individual qualifier, she progressed

DENTISTRY

eThe Southe
Men
Central State (Edmond, Okla.)
Rank in nation: 19th
Lone representative from south region. Easily won

the region as all five runners finished in the top 13.

Women

Angelo State (San Angelo, Texas)
Rank in nation: 17th
Crushed the competition with a score of 29.
The only other team to earn a title was South

Dakota State in 1981.

Wells said Cal Poly San Luis Obispo is no longer the
juggernaut it once was.

“They've been beaten by some of the teams that

have come in here,” Wells said. “Itis going to bea real
battle between Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, Air Force,
and South Dakota State. Any of those teams can win.
From an individual standpoint, Cathy Calhounof

Air Force should take the title as she has not lost to
division II openents this season.
The men’s and women’s championships take place
tively.
at 1 p.m. and 2:15 p.

Problems...
after an abortion?
MEDICAL

¢ LEGAL

¢ EMOTIONAL

1-800-6G
1225 B Street

Arcata

822-5105

Fall Special for Students
$2.00 off on all haircuts
ask for Cindy Knight

Se

:

822-8403
Located in the University Center

House of Beauty
1650 Stromberg + Arcata

HELP
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woiser beer We hney

famous egglryers costs se mune

ew ood AQrind PTOEUCCS @ fai.
will find in 20 other

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS,
Undefeated Teams
This sale runs

Look for 6 new

November 15 through
December 15

titles on December 15

— Buy it and try it!
Buy a “Safe-n-Sound” cassette or compact disc and if you're not

completely satisfied - return the cassette or compact disc within 30

soccer A

Soccer B

Terrapin Flyers
Knuckleheads

Gooney Birds

Basketball B

Basketball A
Bulls

Sean Jackson

Buckeye

Faculty All-Star

days and we will exchange it for another cassette or CD of the same
value. Receipt will be required for exchange.

Basketball (under 6 ft.)
Lakers

Volleyball B

Sweat Hogs

> 44

O22,

99 9

The Soup Dragons

a

Volleyball AA

Volleyball A

Monks of Doom
Desperados

Working Warriors
Liners

LOVEGOD

LIVE AT LIBERT V LUNCH

Pineapple People

Women's Volleyball
Ultra Spikes

Racquetball A

Racquetball B
John Tucker

TROUBLE
Hore

Featuring: lation,
Comes Trouble, Boy's Sight Out

Softball

KING’S X

TRIBE
F

Joe Currie

aith Hope Love

Wednesday
Black Sox

Tuesda

Thursday

Tomato Heads

CELINE
DION

Sunday

Mystic Squids

UNISON

Die Hards

John Wright

including

Left
You s
Includes Baby, Walk On. The Thwng
Undone. | Got
It Bad. Abce in The Looking
Glass

Friday

Fish Heads

Where Does My Heart
Beat Now
The Last To Know
Unison
( There Was) Any
Otner Way
Love By Another
Name

Horker's Revenge

C+C 19

ag

Bay Shore Mall 445-3480

eDJeeKeY

Turkey Trot
Nov. 18

Registration begins at 9 a.m.
at Redwood Bowl
Forfeit fees can be picked up in the

Intramural Office. Bring picture I.D.
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Reclaiming our
hidden history
ITTLE MORE THAN a year after the fall of the
Berlin Wall, America finds some of its walls still

standing.
Inacountry which prides itself on being the “melting
pot” of the world, its diverse inhabitants are still forced
to search for an equal voice inside the institution of
education.
From preschool cubby holes to the hallways of high
school, up to the pomp and circumstance of graduation ceremonies at colleges and universities across the
country, there exists a void.

The void represents an ignorance of other cultures
and peoples. Itmeans we are all being cheated — black,
brown, white, red and yellow — out of a more com-

plete understanding of ourselves.
From grammar school to graduate school, children
and adults leave the classroom with a notebook full of
words that tell only half the truth.
What makes the history and culture of Native Americans less important than that of American colonists?
Why do few textbooks include the oppressive experiences of Japanese-Americans during World War II?
Why isn’t history's racial bias presented in textbooks?
And who does this hurt? All of us.
It promotes a false view of our country’s

culture and

heritage. It keeps us from understanding the past and
from better preparing ourselves for the future. It
makes us incomplete.
We must daeverything within our means to fight for
a well-rounded education, one that teaches us more
than dust-covered facts and figures.
Until this happens, Columbus will be credited with
“discovering” the “New World” when in factits inhabitants had developed cultures and traditions that ex-

isted for centuries. The heritage of its people, like the
immigrants who came to this nation, has been annihilated by those who chronicle America’s past.
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Allen Cottrell

Not a very good ‘Time’
I’m writing this letter in regard to the movie
review on the film “Time of the Gypsies” in The
Lumberjack. (“Time’ is hard on Gypsy com-

munity,” Oct. 24).

I have lived with the Rom (that’s the name
they call themselves) for a good many years, my
son is a Kalderash Rom. I was appalled at the
stereotypes portrayed in the movie, and I was
even more insulted by P.J. Johnston’s review.
What does he mean by the statement “but the
fact ‘Time of the Gypsies’ rings so true”? True to
what? To the stereotypes perpetuated by the
dominant culture and Hollywood?
We can blame the director, but the only reason he made the film the way he did is because
he realized this is what the non-Gypsy audience
wants to see. Inlan Hancock’s book “The Pariah
rome,” which speaks of the persecution
and the prejudice against the Rom, he states
“with very few exceptions the media continues
to grossly misrepresent Gypsies and to perpetuate negative and often defamatory stereo-

Howard Seemann

NHE 6, HSU, Arcata 95521. Phone (707) 8263271 (news) (707) 826-3259 (advertising). The

Sports

Letters to the editor

' Professional Journalists.

And just what did the filmand the film review
perpetuate
as far as stereotypes? They portrayed
the Romas thieves, promiscuous women, child

stealers and people with mystical voodoo

powers. While some people can separate myth
from reality, other people internalize these
stereotypes of the Gypsies.
There has never been any basis for the myth
that they steal children; the myth originated
from a period of time when children were left
on the steps of foundling homes in the 14th and
15th Centuries and Jews and Gypsies would

take these children in and raise

them as their

own.
And

I deeply resent Johnston’s statement

“while the Gypsies themselves may not be able

to tell right from wrong, the filmmaker can” —
back to the stereotype that Gypsies are immoral
people without a conscience.
The true story about this film is that due to
government discrimination in Yugoslavia,
Gypsies live in abject poverty with an average
life span of only 45 years.So they are coerced by
dishonest people into giving up their children
with the promise of a better life in some other
country. These children are then taken to other
countries and forced into prostitution and
thievery.

The review and the film were very insulting
tome and my family. Like they say in the Gypsy

language “O gadjo pen naiacem chacheemos andow
o Rom” Translated, it means “the non-Gypsy
didn’t tell the truth about us.”
Soraya Marks
Eureka

¢
Those spinning wheels

Thank you, P. Roush for
your letter to the
editor last week regarding skateboarders and
bicyclists at HSU. I’ve always known that I’m

not the only one who is often startled by close

encounters on campus and am particularly
gratified to find out that there is at least one
student who shares my view.
1 am unable to understand why skateboarders and cyclists seem so willing to endanger
their own safety (let alone that of others) by

making radical, unexpected moves in front of
pedestrians and moving vehicles. Don’t the
people on wheels realize who would sustain
much greater injuries and damage when cars
and people collide.

Even my 3-year-old daughter understands
Please see Letters, next page
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Politics, poison oak and Peugeots
by P.J. Johnston
CURRENTS EDITOR

written off the fingertip as a necessary casualty. So the
only problem which really gnawed at me as I zoomed
over this golden state — other than whether I could

If you think the world of politics is ugly from where

possibly stay awake for the next hairball 24 hours —
was how to deal with my poison oak when the local TV
stations turned their cameras toward my family.
Around midnight or so they would be looking fora
victory speech (or, dread the thought, a concession
speech) from my dad, and I wanted to be sure they

you sit — comfortably in front of your television set,

perhaps, or quietly behind your daily newspaper —
you ought out to see it from the inside.
Inside is exactly where I sat last Tuesday...let me
explain.
A decade ago my father was elected to the State

didn’t catch me scratching my jalapenos.

Assembly, and since then his job has been on the line
in November of vig other year. This past Tuesday,
however, he succesfully ran for the Senate and will get
a four-year breather.
For a few of us, like myself, Election Night decides

Sure, I had poison oak. On my nuts. And everywhere else too, but that spot that really bugged me.
So, there I was when my parents found me, bleeding

on the runway of the Stockton Metropolitan Airport,

with bags in my hands and under my eyes, practicing
not scratching my balls.

the more mundane (and crucial) aspects of life, like

Will I be able to make next month’s rent? or Is my
mother going to drive the same damn car for the rest
of her life? or more to the point, Will I ever inherit my
>
mother’s car?
Fortheanswerto these and other questions, | hopped
onthe red-eye flight outof Arcata last Tuesday, heading
for the Central Valley and the toll of the polling place.
I’d been up for hou—rs
about 501 think — grinding
my way through last-minute visions and revisions

They were frightened. Not so much for my well-

being, I suspect, but for my dad’s career should any
enterprising photographer show up at the airport.
They managed to get me home, washed me up and

shaved me. My aunt, who’s a nurse, performed the

necessary medical service to my finger, and I emerged
in front of my polling place (the All-Day All-Night AllEvangelical Church of God in Christ on the Mount) a
spit-shined American boy with a tie around my neck
and a two-pound bandage on my middle finger.
By midnight, half the precincts were counted, and
we gathered around the TV in my mother’s law office
(which doubled as campaign headquarters) waiting

when I finally left Arcata. My fingertip lay somewhere
on the floor of the production room of ‘The Lumberjack, where I'd sliced it off with an X-acto knife.

By the time I was floating above the clouds, I'd

Letters...
the dangerous relationship between
cars and smaller moving objects. She
has been taught that everyone on a
bicycle, motorcycle or skateboard
should wear a helmet. When she sees
people without helmets, she tells me
they “aren’t smart.” She also knows
when someone “didn’t wait for their
turn,” but raced ahead through an
intersection or a crosswalk. I’m deliberately teaching her that these
people could be hurt because they
are not paying attention and not observing the rules of the road and

those of common sense and courtesy.

I don’t advocate the ban of skateboarders or bicyclists on campus. |
justdon’t want to hit them
— it’s that
simple. I would be devastated if
someone accidentally injured my
child; I’d also be devastated if I injured someone else’s child, regardless of the circumstances.
Jody

7,900 that attend HSU. Each personat
the discussion was concerned and
was willing to try to change things at
HSU because they cared about the

campus and the educational environment they are exposed to every
day.
What

I don’t understand

there was such a poor turnout for
such an important issue. Is this what
is happening to college campuses today? People complain but they are
not willing to do anything about it.
The Legislature and the governor
will continue to cut because students
never open their mouths and say,
“stop.” I care about this school and
am willing to fight to keep teachers
here and the diversified classes going.
What about the rest of the people?
We must not let this school fall part
around us and not do anything about
it. Write yourcongressman, goto A.S.
meetings and take charge.
No one has the right to complain
and argue about something that they
are not willing to fight for. For me this
school and my education are too important to let politicians ripit
to pieces.

Nicole - Garoutte

Gaylen Matthews

Dean’s office, College of Visual and

sd

Performing Arts

is why

-—

bubbles in my coffee) and screamed: “Far freakin’ out,
man!!”

Bill, like myself, had sacrificed his body for this

election — his ankle had cracked like a peanut shell
when he fell from a telephone pole in a mangled
attempt to hang a “Johnston for Senate” sign somewhere along I-5.

I was feeling pretty woozy by this time, but my

spirits were lifted by the increasingly bright prospect
of inheriting my mother’s ‘87 Peugeot.
I guess I fell asleep, because the next thing I knew, |
was being carted off to a greasy spoon for breakfast,
where I learned to my utter disgust that the voters had
ruined my chances of getting the car.
It seemed Proposition 140 had passed in the night,
limiting the scope of my dad’s career and zapping the
pension fund he'd contributed to for 10 years. I suggested he start accepting cashon theside from all those
interest groups, but Dad said just because I wanted a
car was NO reason to become a Republican.

Believe it or not, the

S.A.T. isn’t everything
from high school 10 or 15 years ago

by Alex Long
LUMBERJACK STAFF

meet requirements set for this year’s

graduating class?
he Lumberjack two weeks ago
had a front-page story on the
S.A.T. college entrance exam,
which described the ongoing
debate about whether the test is fair or
even useful as a way of sorting out
prospective college students.
In the last paragraph of the story
HSU Dean of Admissions Robert
Hannigan was quoted as saying a
person’s high school performance is
“the most important thing” in admissions decisions.
This shows the assumption that all
college students are fresh out of high
school is still in ascendance, denying
the changing demographics of the
university population.
One thing that has changed is more
students than ever are so-called “re-

entry” or “non-traditional” students,

eS

meaning those more than 25 years old

So
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panel discussion on the $2 million

we get a whale lot of tte,
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HSU.

inacorner (rubbing myself against a desk and blowing

senior, oceanography

Anyone out ther e?
Last night I attended an informal
cut that is affecting

for the latest numbers.
I think it was my grandmother who called it first:
“Hey, banana-cake is all over.”
My mom and dad temporarily slipped off into some
recess of the office, apparently for a quick closedsession consumation of the victory.
Bill Stokes, a legislative analyst and old friend of the
family, limped overon his brokenankleand found me

:

percent of the stu-

dentsare “non-traditional.” They have
decided to return to school for a variety of reasons.
Some of their needs and
concerns are the same as those of

“tra-

Since I have heard so many students | sponseto articles
or other letters
ditional” students, and some are very
complaining about how classes are | thathaveappearedin
{| | different.
being cutand tuition being raised for

jack. Incluc

would

Non-studen

no apparent reason, I thought there | number, majo
be a larger turnout.

When I got there, I saw only about

30 students of the approximately

city or town

e

Ihave been concerned for some time

about the impact of ever-stricter and

more rigid entrance requirements on
these students.

How does a student who graduated

Where is the credit for vears of experience in the workforce?

Should a person still be judged by
his performance at age 16 when he
applies to a cc'lege at age 30?
Iknow one woman who was reiected

by the University of Washington be-

cause her high school grades werent

up to par. This despite a 3.8 GPA after
two years at HSU.

It’s time for the myth that college is
a four-year endeavor coming immediately after high school to give way to
the reality that people change course
many times in their lives.
This change will require increased
flexibility and subjectivity in admissions decisions, something that may
inconvenience a computerized admissions office but will ultimately enrich
the educational environment by increasing its diversity.
It will be a very healthy thing for the
educational establishment to have to
open its doors to more of “real life,”
adjusting to the realities of students
with children, jobs and other rough
edges that don’t fit into the traditional
student profile.
The 15- or 18-unit semester, the fouryear degree, the 40-hour work week,
are not written in stone. Freedom lies
in the ability to throw off these false
requirements and restructure our
educational schedules around ourlives
instead of vice-versa.
—_—
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For
the week
of Nev. 14 - Neu. 20
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Music
a
International Beer Garden:

Music
Humboldt Blues Society Jam, $1

Jambalaya:

7
Thad Beckman’s

Album Release Party, $5 cover.

cover.

Jambalaya: Tone Talk.
North Coast Inn: The Bishop Mayfield Band, no
cover.
Plaza Grill: Darius Brotman Jazz Trio, no cover.

Et Cetera
New Ways of Thinking presents an open forum on
“The Middle East Crisis: Birth of a New World
Order?” in NR 101 at7 p.m. Call 826-4341 for more
info.

Club West: DJ-VJ party, $3 cover.
The Ritz Club: Lash, $5 cover.

Concerts

A 10-week Tai Chi Chuan class starts at 6 p.m. for
beginners and 7 p.m. for advanced at the Old Creamery in Arcata. The fee is $35. Call 826-9605 for more
info.

The Music Department presents the Humboldt Wind
Ensemble and Jazz Combos in Fulkerson Recital Hall
at8 p.m. Tickets $4 general, $2 students/seniors. Call
826-3531 for more info.

The Oceanography Club will host a fundraiser at
The Pizza Factory in Arcata from 5-8 p.m. Money will
be donated to the club for every pizza sold. Call 6770775 for more info.

Et Cetera
Aslideand lecture presentation of “Shamanism and
Warfare: The Mystical Vision and the Military
among the Maya” begins at 7 p.m. in Founders Hall
Auditorium.

Auditions for HSU’s main-stage production “Uncle
Vanya” will begin at 7 p.m. in Gist Hall 102.

The HSU Folk Dance Club will have a 7:30 p.m.
lesson and request dancing from 9-midnight at the
Arcata Presbyterian Church. Call 826-0122 for more
info.
There will be a meeting at 3 p.m. in Theatre Arts
117 for students interested in contributing to the
multi-media production of “Rants and Chants II.”
Call 826-4113 for further info.
Last day to drop classes with serious and compelling reasons by 5 p.m. —Records Window, Siemens
Hall 209.
Jambalaya:

Last day to withdraw from HSU by 5 p.m. —.
A.LR. Center, Siemens Hall 210.

Rev. Joe King and the Word.

Yao mY,
Arcata

1036 G St.

‘‘Jezebel’s Kiss,” 7:45. Filmed wholly in Humboldt
=

en

Wednesday thru Tuesday
County.

18)
Music
Jambalaya:

—

Minor

Acoustic talent night with Thad

Beckman, $1 cover.

1015 H St.

eee

The Music Department presents the Humboldt
Chorale Concert in the Van Duzer Theatre with the
HSU Scholars and University Women’s Chorus at 8

p.m. Tickets $4 general, $2 students/seniors.

and Bullwinkle,” 8:55.
2: “Postcards from the Edge,”’ 6:45 and 8:55.

Wrestling vs. West Oregon State, 7 p.m., East Gym.

Friday
Men's basketball vs. East Montana, 7 p.m., East Gym.
Women’s basketball vs. South Oregon State, 3:30 p.m.,

Friday thru Tuesday

East Gym.

1; “Hollywood Mavericks,” 7 p.m., and “Millers
. Crossing,” 8:55.
2: “Hardware,” 7:10, and “Flatliners,” 8:40.

Wrestling vs. San Francisco State, UC Davis, and Portland State at 1,3 and 5 p.m. in the West Gym.

Saturday

3: “Postcards from the Edge,” 6:45 and 8:55.

a
vs. UC Santa Barbara, 1:30 p.m., Redwood
wi.
Wrestling Lumberjack Open, 9 a.m., West Gym.
Cross country national championships at Beau Pre,

Et Cetera
The Travis Top Brass Quintet will perform at College of the Redwoods’ Forum Theatre at 2 p.m. Ad-
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orld: ¢
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McKinleyville. Men's and women's races start at 1 and 2

mission is free.
Per
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Wednesday and Thursday
1; “A Cry in the Wild,” 7, and “Salute to Rocky
3: “Pacific Heights,” 7:20, and “Desperate
Hours,” 9:20.

Concerts
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CLASSIFIED,
OPPORTUNITIES
FAST

FUNDRAISING

ARE YOU INTELLIGENT, enthusias-

PROGRAM

Plus a chance at $5000 more!

BEST FUNDRAISER

Ext.50

adult, 3 kids. 444-3781

ON CAMPUS!

LOST AND FOUND

Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student organization
that wouldlike to earn
marketing project. Must be organized
and hardworking. Call Jeanine or Amy

at (800) 592-2121.

12/6

VOLUNTEER

UNITS

BUNGEE JUMP!
don't! 677-3748.

helping

kids in our community. Join the Juvenile Hall Recreation Program this spring.
Applications and more information are
available in our mailbox inthe sociology
department office. Retum completed
applications to the mailbox by Jan. 22,

eyed?

822-5466

pie-

Thanksgiiving ski tripto Mt. Bachelor for
4 days of fresh air, new friends and
information.

HEY’YA SKIERS, SNOWBOARDERS
AND BIKE RIDERS! Nowz’da time to
get your tune-ups. Center Activities is
now'za Offerin’ bike and snowboard

MIKE: | think | know why the dog howls
at the moon. Janice

$15. Allze’workby experienced hands.
For more info dial 826-3358.

—

tration

Adminis-

American

plans tosend atleast
additional

troops.

armored

83 MAZDA

L Inited

Gta tes

woauld

dfiion. Must see to appreciate.

$4100

OBO. 677-0356 or 822-5971.
Jenifer.

Ask for

’74 FORD BRONCO 302, soft top, full
cage, wench, good tires, blue/white.
$2900. Call 822-9452.

eniaht

.

cables,

accessories

$559.42.

and

softward

445-9816

BICYCLE:

Men's 23” excellent condi-

tion $150.

826-1036.

WATERBED-Complete with platform,
liner & NEW heater: $75. Call Laura
445-6275 (w) or 441-1605 (machine).

Rx7, silver, excellient con-

that some of the new force

he

SALE

COMPLETE COMPUTER SYSTEM:
Laptop, disk drive, modem, printer, all

Mr. Cheney has said

units

FOR

EE

AUTOMOTIVES

from Western Europe and
_the

RR

ee

LITTLE FOX: Two weeks, going ona
lifetime. Er... | need to say something
romantic but | can't think of anything but
you | guess you've just got me daffy.
ove you always.
Raccoon.

tune-ups at $25, and ski tune-ups for

Win-

MODERN PROPHECY: A Bible study
examining current issues.
Monday
nights 7-9. Arcata 1st Baptist Church,
fireplace room. 17th & Union—next to
campus.
12/6
BUNGEE JUMP! 677-3784.

826-3357 for more

proval.

WORKS:

NOTICES

on Center Activities’

perfect powder!

ee

You're crazy if you

Feeling stuffed and

Come

BICYCLE

terize your bike with a $48.50 overhaul.

ARE YOU TIRED OF THE SAME OL’
TURKEY?

‘91. All applications are subject to ap-

Bush

WALRUS

PERSONALS

BUNGEE JUMP! 677-3748
EARN

TYPING:
Letter perfect on recycled
paper, $1.75 per double-spaced page.
Cirrus, 822-7978. 11/14

LOST: GLOVE, gray back, padded
black leather palm, right hand. Call
Dary! 822-6170, leave message.

$500-$1000 for
a one week on-campus

|

ING—Take pride in your report, term
paper, thesis, résumé or dissertation.
I'll make it beautifully presentable.
Fast-EfficientsFriendlyeReasonable.
Call Martha 445-1814.
11/14

wanted-to be given in my home for 1

11/14

14, 1990

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESS-

PIANO TEACHER NEEDED; Lessons

This

amworks! No investment needed.

Call 800-932-0528.

SERVICES

tic and do you enjoy achallenge?-Gain
experience while volunteering at
Juvenile Hall. Call Kristy 445-7644.

$1000 in just one week. Earn up to
$1000 for your campus organization.

ednesday, Nov.

aamoa

fram

Buy it, sell it or say it!
Lumberjack
Classifieds

to the military buildup.
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Until now, the more

If you think the press goes too far
sometimes, consider the alternative
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Dick Cheney said two weeks
ago that the Administration
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States might

send

more
than AS
released the Pentagon's
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A Pentagon official,
who spoke on the condition

of anonymity,

said that

Arabia from storage depots
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reporters in Turkey, before

flying t
United States “can

out the possible

frame. The timing, as well
United

its top battle tanks to Saudi
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tial deployment a
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to an offensive one
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called up more thanggggm™,
combat reservists, and the
Pentagon was expected to

If the press
didn’t tell us,
who would?
To learn more about the role of a Free
Press and how it protects your rights,
call the First

Vv =e

Amendment

1-800-542-1600.

Center at

36
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Voters approve term limits, nix bond measures
by Alex Long
LUMBERJACK STAFF

research for legislators. Without staff re-

searchers legislators will be forced to
depend on research done by special in-

California voters made a clear statement about ballot initiatives on Election

terest groups, Travis said.
Hesaid the main target of theinitiative’s

Day.

backers is Assembly Speaker Willie

Of the 28 propositions placed before
voters, only six passed. These are a mixed
batch, including a ban on gill nets within
three miles of the Southern California
coast,

a property

tax exemption

Brown. Brown's opponents have been

unable to defeat him in elections, Travis
said, so they tried the initiative process.
He said legislative leaders will likely
hold up the initiative in court for a few

for

earthquake improvements, a prison in-

years, then float a campaign reform initiative which will coincidentally repeal

mate labor act, two bond measures and
term limits for state elected officials.

Proposition 140’s term limits.
Proposition 127, a constitutional

Apparently angry by the Legislature’s

inability to do its job, illustrated by last
summer's budget debacle, voters passed

amendment, is meant to encourage
building owners to make earthquake

Proposition 140.
Proposition 140 places a two-term limit
on all state elected officials in the same

of the Assembly. The measure also
eliminates pensions for retired legislators, requiring them to participate in the
Federal Social Security Plan, and reduces
HSU political science Professor John

the Legislature’s operating budget would
probably be thrown out by courts on the
grounds that the state Constitution gives
the Legislature the right to structure its
business so it can do its job.
If the budget limit is not thrown out,
Travis said the result would be increased
effects of special interest groups on the
Legislature.
Most of the money that would be cutis
used to pay legislative staff that does

county assessors favored the proposition
which faced no organized opposition.
Proposition 132, on the other hand,
was stiffly opposed by commercial fishermen who called it a naked attempt by
sports fishing interests to gain control of
Southern California fishery.
The measure establishes a three-mile
wide Marine Protection Zone stretching
from the Mexican border to Point Arguello
in Santa Barbara County. It phases out
the use of gill or trammel nets in the zone

COFFEEHOUSE

*

EUROPEAN

MUSIC,

MAGS,

NEWSPAPERS

by adding employees replaced by prison

allocation rather than environmental issues, as it was hailed.

workers to the state’s unemploymentand

welfare rolls, Tucker said.

Another major concern with the pro-

“What they were after was a bigger

chunk of the pie,” Bates said of the sports

gram is that of safety. Tucker cited an
incident in which

fishing industry which backed the mea-

sure.

a CYA

work crew

member escaped
and committed a murder. Aside from such sensational cases,
Tucker said it will be impossible to con-

Jeff Yoon, a Eureka-based salmon and

crab fisherman, said the new law won't
immediately affect Northern California
fishermen, except that some fishermen

trol smuggling of drugs and other contraband into prisons.
Tucker also questioned the constitu-

from Southern California might try to

Humboldt County Assessor Ray Flint

finances.
Flint said the measure would havelittle
fiscal effect statewide and added thatmost

unfairadvantagein contract negotiations.
Convict labor will cost taxpayers money

Cloudburst Fishing Company, said
Proposition 132 is focused on resource

by approving Proposition 139, which
changes the California Constitution to
allow state prison and county jail officials

provements from tax assessment would
have a negligible effect on the county’s

Travis said the provision that would cut

Ken Bates, owner of Eureka-based

stay in business by fishing further north.
Californians expressed their frustration
with the costs of housing prison inmates

said the exclusion of earthquake im-

the Legislature’s operating budget.

men from using these nets to catch rockfish anywhere in the state.

safety improvements by eliminating increased property taxes due to improve-

ments.

office and a three-term limit on members

The new law is based on the program
run by the California Youth Authority,
which Tucker said gives employers an

by 1994 and prohibits commercial fisher-

tionality of a provision that gives the
Director of Corrections total control over
the amount employers will pay to lease
state facilitiesand how inmate wages will

be distributed.

“It’s safe to say we're going to take this
to court,” Tucker said.
With a possible recession looming on

to contract with businesses for inmate

labor.
Money from inmate wages will pay for

the horizon, the mood of the voters this

or victim compensation and family sup-

election seemed to be in favor of tightening the purse strings.

taxés, room and board, restitution fines

port. Employers of inmates will get a 10
percent wage tax credit against their state
taxes.

“If it’s put into effect it'll be
disastrous,”said Floyd Tucker, spokesman for the California AFL-CIO.
Tucker said Proposition 139
terrible for workers, especially
people, because convict labor will
regular employess in unskilled,
level jobs.

LIVE

IRISH

MUGIC

will be
young
replace
entry-

SATURDAY

Of the 14 bond measures on the ballot
only two were approved, Proposition 142,
the Veterans Bond Act of 1990 and Proposition 146, the School Facilities Bond Act
of 1990.
Proposition 142 provides for a bond

issue of $400 million to help California
veterans buy homes and farms, and
Proposition 146 allows the state to sell
$800 million in bonds to pay for building
and improving school buildings.
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